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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Supersymmetry was originally invented by Witten [1] with motivations connected 
to quantum field theory. Some problems, such as the gauge hierarchy problem plagu­
ing grand unified theories, could be eliminated, and some field theories could be made 
less divergent since the fermion and boson loops which differed only be a sign would 
cancel each other. Also, the theory could describe bosons and fermions with the same 
framework. 
From field theory, supersymmetric quantum mechanics was developed as a non-
relativistic toy model, with the hope that study of this simpler regime might provide 
insights useful in the more complex relativistic regime. 
As more and more researchers began to study the problem, supersymmetric 
quantum mechanics became a field in its own right. Connections to older techniques, 
such as factorization and the Darboux (and other) method of generating isospectral 
Hamiltonians [2] were recognized. Also, it was realized that supersymmetry transfor­
mations could reproduce the results of other methods used in the inverse scattering 
problem. 
At first, most of the research was done with one-dimensional models, and then 
generalizations were made to three-dimensional models. Andrianov et al. [3] [4] [5] 
[6] [7] generalized the factorization method to n dimensions, with particular emphasis 
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on two and three dimensions. They also observed that the operators found by their 
technique obeyed the algebra of supersymmetry. 
Freund [8} began more generally from supersymmetry in a classical framework 
to arrive at a quantum mechanical theory with relevant conserved quantities. 
The work in this dissertation begins in Chapter Three from a study of the con­
served quantities derived by Freund 18j. In a fully three-dimensional formulation, 
angular momentum theory provides a method of extracting the constraints imposed 
on the general theory by those conserved quantities. 
Andrianov et al. [.3] and other researchers recognized that the three-dimensional 
theory implied a tensor force with similarities to the tensor force used to describe 
nuclear interactions. In particular, NN scattering and the deuteron were seen as 
potentially supersymmetric systems or processes. 
The same angular momentum techniques used to study the operators for con­
served quantities will also be applied to the scattering process in Chapter Four. That 
is, the tensor operators will be broken down, and the necessary matrix elements 
calculated so that the ladder structure of the states related by the supersymmetry 
operators can be constructed. Also, a relationship between the phase shifts of the 
scattered states will be derived, and it will be shown that the scattering amplitudes 
are no longer all independent. 
The results of Chapter Four will be used in Chapter Five to test the experimental 
data for NN scattering, and determine whether or not these processes show evidence 
for supersymmetry. 
Finally, in Chapter Six, the three-dimensional Hamiltonian with tensor force 
components will be put into Schrodingers equation and numerical integrations per­
3 
formed on the uncoupled 5 = 0 equation. 
The work described in Chapters Three-Six is my original work, except insofar as 
explicitly noted in the chapters. 
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CHAPTER 2. SURVEY OF THE FIELD 
In this chapter, the basic definitions and theory of supersymmetry will be out­
lined in the first section. The latter sections will contain a survey of the literature 
including both the work directly relevant to this research and the work in other areas 
of supersymmetric quantum mechanics. 
Basic Definitions and Theory 
Definition in terms of the algebra 
One method of defining supersymmetry uses the algebra of the operators 
with 
The proportionality constant in the definition above varies depending on the defini­
tion of Qj-. In this work, Freund's definition [8] will be used, namely 
{ Q + , Q . } o c H  ( 2 . 1 )  
and 
{Q-t-»Q-f} — {Q —iQ —} — 0. (2.2) 
{Q+,0_} = -2#, (2.3) 
with 
(2.4) 
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The are defined in terms of Pauli spin matrices as 
±I>2'?2)- (2-5) 
V / 
This definition of i9j_, together with the anticommutation relations between the 9a 
defined by 
h = ^ + *- ) (2-6) 
h  = (2-"l 
are used to find the anticommutation relations for namely 
= fah  <2-8) 
(«î-,»'} = {9°,«i}=0. (2.9) 
From these relations, the algebra of the works out as 
{ Q + , Ç _ }  = - 2 i ï ,  ( 2 . 1 0 )  
where 
=  - i v 2  +  ^  ( v ^ W  -  +  i O p ^ d a d i j W .  ( 2 . 1 1 )  
Derivation from superclassical mechanics 
Supersymmetric quantum mechanics can be derived by considering classical me­
chanics [8] [9j in a space with coordinates \ (f,rj^,T2) where t is ordinary time and 
and rg are Grassmann components. Grassmann numbers are anticommuting quanti­
ties belonging to a Grassmann algebra, which is a special case of a Clifford algebra. 
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The Grassmann algebra is defined in Freund [8] as 
I ' l V j + V j i ' i  =  0  ( 2 . 1 2 )  
i  =  1 , 2 , . . . , Z .  ( 2 . 1 3 )  
See Freund [8j for greater detail. 
The coordinates can be expanded out as 
\ (^n'^2) = + jF(0rir2. (2.14) 
Translations in the supersymmetric space are generated by the operators 
Qa = ÎTadt - da, (2.15) 
with related 'covariant' operators being 
Z)q = iT(xdi + (9Q. (2.16) 
The algebra of these operators is given by 
[ Q c x ^ Q S ]  =  - [ D a , D ^ ]  = -2^a/3^- (2.17) 
Their effects on the coordinates .\(i,T-^,T2) are given by 
QaX = 4-! ~ ^^a/s) ~ (2.18) 
DaX = + (2.19) 
Comparison of this expression to the expansion of \(i,Ti,T'2) above shows that 
DaX = -6a  
DaOfS =  ^{ i^a l3  +  ^ ^a fs )  
Da = -^i3^a0' (2.20) 
A function PK ( \ ) can be expanded as 
=  M ' ' ( j ) •  V P r (  j ) T c t  
- f  i [ F - V H ' ' ( x ) ^ j ' ( ^ V ' ^ )  V )  W ( x ]  n^2' (2.21) 
A classical supersymmetric Lagrangian can be written in terms of the Da as 
Lss = ' {^3^) + (\)- (2.22) 
The action S is the integral 
5 i tL  
Lss  dr i  dT2-
~ I 
After integration over and rg, 
L = J dT-^dT2Lss  
=  -^{^x  •  X  ^  iB(x  •  9a-T  F  • — F-VW (x)  
.  V )  P F ( z ) ,  
so that the superclassical equations of motion are 
£ = - ( f . v )  ( v ^ r ( f ) )  ( ^ - v )  V p r ( r )  
F = VW^ (x) 
^OL = 'a/3 (^/3 • ^) 
Substitution of the equation for F into the expression above gives 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.2T) 
Z = -vpy(r). VTy(z)- (^"i-v) . v) Vpy(r). (2.28) 
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Finding the conserved quantities in the supersymmetric formulation of classi­
cal mechanics requires that one first generalize Noether's theorem to a space with 
Grassmann variables. Noether's theorem [lOj [11] states that to any continuous one-
parameter set of invariances of the Lagrangian there is associated a local conserved 
quantity. Classical mechanics in a conventional space with generalized coordinates 
with infinitesimal changes produce a first order change in the Lagrangian 
M , .  ,  S L  
= h i  
d  
• d t  
^ _-ÊL 
dqi  d tdqi  
• 
.% 
If the infinitesimal change in L can also be written as 
then the equations of motion require 
d t  
where 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
This equation is Noether's theorem, where J is the conserved quantity associated 
with the infinitesimal change of the particular coordinate q^. 
The generalization of the process requires that the anticommutation of odd 
Grassmann numbers be allowed for in the differentiation. Then 
6L l ^ x j  dx{  d tdx i  
9 
d  
I t  
d L  d  d L  
C  d L  d L  (2.33) 
Now. if the infinitesimal change can be written as 
dF  ( i , . v , 6x , è ,9 , ê9 , t \  
8L  =  ^  '  
dt  (2.34) 
then Noether's theorem becomes 
(2.35) 
The conserved quantities of interest include the supercharges, Qa\ the rotation op­
erator in T space, G; and the spin operator, S. 
The Qa are found by considering an infinitesimal translation in the superspace 
and can be written 
Q a  =  Ô a - ^  +  ( x ) .  ( 2 . 3 6 )  
The operator G is defined by a rotation 
and gives the conserved quantity 
(2.37) 
G = (2.38) 
The spin operator S is defined by a rotation in ordinary space, and gives the 
conserved quantity in component form as 
s a  = 
2 
(2.39) 
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The Hamiltonian can be extracted from the Lagrangian as 
1- - , 1 
H = - p -  p +  - (vPF) • (VW') + i  [$1  •  V) (VVV • $2)  , (2.40) 
p  =  X  
ttq; = —-iOa (2.41) 
with 
x  =  [ x , H ]  9 a  =  jFfl (2.42) 
^ = [ p , H ]  f a  =  [ 7 f a , i î l ,  ( 2 . 4 3 )  
where [.4., B ]  denotes Poisson braclcets. 
Quantization of the equations of motion is performed in a manner similar to that 
of quantization of conventional classical mechanics, except that the Poisson bracket 
must first be generalized so that the algebra of supersymmetry will be preserved. 
Given two quantities F and G, the generalized Poisson bracket is written 
(2.44) 
and satisfies 
[ F , G ]  =  ( - l ) ^ + f 3 [ G , F \ ,  (2.45) 
where the grade  f is 0 or 1 according to whether F is an even or odd Grassmann 
number. 
With nonsupersymmetric classical mechanics, quantization which preserves the 
algebra requires that the Poisson bracket be replaced by 
[-4., B ]  —  —  { A B  —  B A ) , (2.46) 
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that is. Poisson brackets become the commutation relations of quantum mechanics. 
The generalized Poisson bracket becomes 
where the a and b denote the grades of A and B. The result is an algebra containing 
both commutators and anticommutators, depending on the Grassmann numbers of 
the quantités involved. 
As the result of quantization which preserves the grade of the algebra, one gets 
the anticommutator 
In the next chapter, this anticommutaton relation, along with the conserved quanti­
ties G and S, will be used to derive some interesting equations. 
Isospectral Hamiltonians and the Factorization Method 
Isospectral Hamiltonians are those which have the same energy levels except 
for possibly the ground state energy. They may be missing the ground state of 
the original Hamiltonian, have a new lower ground state, or have the same ground 
state energy. For some methods used to generate isospectral Hamiltonians, the new 
Hamiltonian may be renormalized to give the same ground state. However, the shape 
of the potential may be quite different, and the wave functions are not the same [2] 
When the transformation which produces a Hamiltonian with the same energy 
levels has generators which obey the algebra of supersymmetry, the Hamiltonians can 
be considered supersymmetric partners. 
(2.47) 
(2.48) 
[3]. 
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The factorization method is a method that has been used in the past to solve 
the Schrodinger equation for many types of potentials. It was originally formulated 
by Schrodinger [12] in the 1940's. For a large class of differential equations, the fac­
torization method allows one to find the eigenvalues and generate the eigenfunctions. 
This class of differential equations includes, for example, those for the Poschl-Teller 
potential, the symmetric top, the hypergeometric functions, the confluent hypergeo-
metric functions, the Morse potential, the Bessel functions, the harmonic oscillator, 
the Kepler problem, the Manning-Rosen potential, and the Rosen-Morse potential. 
The treatment of these differential equations and many others is described in Infeld 
and Hull [131, along with the general form taken by differential equations which can 
be solved by this method. In the context of supersymmetry, the factorization method 
can be used to generate such Hamiltonians with 
^(0) = Q-^Q-  + È 
= Q - Q + ^ Ë  
=  +  \ q - , Q + ] ,  
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
(2.51) 
and 
=  - ^ ( - d  +  d x ) ,  (2.52) 
where 
\  =  - l n i ' ( x )  (2.53) 
= d^x .  (2.54) 
The wavefunction ^ (z) is defined as 0® (x, Ê), that is, 0 ( j) is the wavefunction with 
energy È belonging to the original Hamiltonian The supersymmetric partner 
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Hamiltonian can then be written as 
= Q-Q+ + È 
=  h ( ^ ^ ^ [ Q - , Q + '  
The partner potential is related to the original potential by 
The partner Hamiltonians are also related by the intertwining relations 
. Q - = Q - .  i î ( 0 )  
Q +  •  f f ( l )  =  ^ ( 0 )  . Q + .  
[2.55) 
(2.56) 
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
The wavefunctions belonging to the partner Hamiltonians are related to each other 
by 
^ _Q-v.(0)(r,En) (2.59) 
\ /  E n  -  Ë  
ù ' ^ ^ U ^ . E n )  =  ,  ^  _ p + ^ . ( l ) ( i , E n ) ,  ( 2 . 6 0 )  
V E n  - E  
The definitions can be generalized to higher dimensions [3] by writing 
Q'^  =  ^  {zfd i  +  dix)  l  =  l ,2 , . . . ,d  
Ql iQm — ^l^vnX — 0. (2.61) 
The Hamiltonian is now a sum of terms 
f f ( 0 )  =  Q + Q -  +  Ê  ( 2 . 6 2 )  
= + Q^Q2 + • • • + Ë. 
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Its partner becomes 
r ( l )  
where the new potential is 
(2.63) 
(&64) 
(f ) = (X) + didmx-  (2.65) 
The wavefunctions are related by 
^•}^^f,£'n) =  . O r L ' ( 0 ) ( f ,  E n )  
'  V E n  -  E  '  
i/.(0)(f,i:n) = , ^ _Q U ] ^ U x . E n ) .  ( 2 . 6 6 )  
VEn -E  '• '  
The intertwining relations are more complex. For two dimensions, they become 
Qm- (2.67) 
An added feature of the multidimensional problem is that the potential 
has a number of extra energy levels whose corresponding wave functions satisfy 
(f, E) = 0 so that they do not appear in the energy spectrum of the original 
Hamiltonian. Instead, they can be written for two dimensions as 
= (2.68) 
where is the completely antisymmetric tensor in two dimensions, and the #'(0) 
are eigenfunctions of an additional scalar Hamiltonian 
^(0) = Q-Q+ + È 
= (2.69) 
The intertwining relations of and are similar to those above, but with 
operators 
''t = 12 TO) 
instead of the Q .  
For three dimensions, there is an additional matrix Hamiltonian with eigenfunc-
- ( 1 )  
tions which are obtained by 
(2.71) 
where is the completely antisymmetric tensor in three dimensions. With the 
définition 
^kl ^ (2.72) 
the matrix Hamiltonian becomes 
To see that the Q's defined in this manner reproduce the algebra of supersym-
metry, they can be written as 
0 Q+ Q~ = ^ 0 0 ^ 
Q ~  0 
Q+ = 
H  =  
0 0 
/ ^ (0) 0 
0 
(2.74) 
(2.75) 
for one dimension, or 
/ 
H  =  
^(0) 0 0 
» «Im 0 
0 0 
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Q~ H 
Q -  = 
0 
Qf 
Q 2  
0 QJ 
0 0 
0 0 
\ : 
0 
0 
0 
^2 
Q-î 
0 
0 
0 
. •. 0 
* •. 0 
. . .  Q  
Q -  0 
0 
Q t  
Qt 
for two dimensions. In each case, one gets 
jà+.Q"} 
=  H  
= { ( ? - , ç - } = o  
= 0, 
which is the algebra defining supersymmetry. 
(2.76) 
(2.77) 
Survey of General Theory Literature 
Other researchers who have developed the field of supersymmetric quantum me­
chanics include those who have developed the general formalism and those who have 
applied these ideas to a specific area of interest. The first category will be surveyed 
in this section, and the second category will be surveyed in the next section. 
Other workers who have studied the factorization method include Alves and 
Filho [14], and Sukumar [15]. Alves and Filho [14] apply the factorization method to 
the harmonic oscillator and Coulomb potentials, both in arbitrary dimensions. They 
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show that this method allows the determination of the superpotential and supersym-
metric partners for each system. Sukumar [15] presents a technique for constructing 
a hierarchy of Hamiltonians with adjacent members being supersymmetric partners. 
A few of the many who have worked with isospectral Hamiltonians include Gen-
denstein [16], Lahiri [17] and Sukumar [18;. Gendenstein [16] also defines shape-
invariant potentials (see below). Lahiri [17] studies isospectral Hamiltonians for po­
tentials which have rotational symmetry in n dimensions. Sukumar [18] examines 
the relation between Hamiltonians generated by procedures based on the Marchenko 
equation, and concludes that they are equivalent to two appropriately chosen super-
symmetry transformations. 
Researchers who developed the general formalism include de Crombrugghe and 
Rittenberg [191, Salomonson and Van Holten [20], Lancaster [21], Cheung [22], Amado 
[23], Cooper et al. [24], Shifman et al. [25], and Baye [26]. 
de Crombrugghe and Rittenberg [19] developed supersymmetric quantum Hamil­
tonians in the context of N > 1 extensions. The value of N specifies the num­
ber of "charges" Q, so that an extended supersymmetry has N operators where 
i = 1,..., iV which obey the algebra 
They found that such extensions introduce strong constraints. Their examples include 
work with one or many particles, with various numbers of dimensions. 
Salomonson and Van Holten [20] used fermionic coordinates to describe particles 
in both Schrodinger and Feynman path integral formalisms, and the conditions under 
{Pi.Qt} 
0. (2.78) 
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which these theories show supersymmetry. They also studied spontaneous symmetry 
breaking by instantons in the path integral formalism. 
Lancaster [21] also examined the nature of supersymmetry breakdown for .V = 1 
and N = 2 models using instantons and the Wit ten model with tunneling between 
the two portions of a double well potential. 
A m ado [2.3' and Baye [26; are concerned with phase equivalent potentials. Baye 
[26] describes phase equivalent potentials as being those which have the same phase 
shifts and bound state spectrum, with a possible exception for the ground state, 
and are derived from combinations of supersymmetry transformations. Amado [23] 
develops phase equivalent supersymmetric partners for the Coulomb potential, and 
gets a new potential which is phase equivalent, has one less bound state, and is 
exactly solvable. 
Cooper et al. [24] examines whether the general class of solvable potentials and 
their supersymmetric partners are shape invariant [161, that is, related by a discrete 
reparametrization. They show that this is not true in general and that the Natanzon 
class of potentials, those with solutions which are hypergeometric functions, is not 
the most general class, but belongs to a larger class generated by supersymmetry 
transformations whose eigenvalues are sums of hypergeometric functions. 
Shifman et al. [25] consider the Hilbert space of supersymmetric quantum me­
chanics and shows that for some models, the consequences of supersymmetry occur 
only if additional conditions are imposed on the wave functions, and that if these 
conditions are ignored, paradoxes may result. 
Amado [27] [28], along with Cannata and Dedonder, has also studied super-
symmetry in the context of scattering. They have examined relations between the 
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S matrix and its supersymmetric partner as well as considering coupled two-body 
channel scattering. For the two-channel case, they show relations between S matrix 
elements for a given partial wave. In addition, they find similar relations among the 
transmission and reflection coefficients. 
Khare and Sukhataiue [29] examine scattering in the specific context of shape-
invariant potentials. They use analytic continuation of the explicit wave functions to 
calculate the scattering amplitudes for the currently known shape-invariant poten­
tials. 
Cheung [22] takes a group theory approach to scattering with supersymmetric 
potentials by using Lie groups to construct the raising and lowering operators, v/hich 
are the seen in factorization models; however, Cheung [22] uses an iterative 
procedure to construct the S matrix algebraically. 
More Specific Applications 
In this section, an assortment of applications of supersymmetry will be surveyed. 
It will be seen that the field of supersymmetric quantum mechanics now extends into 
many branches of physics. 
Kostelecky and Nieto [30] examine the evidence for a phenomenological super-
symmetry in atomic physics. They show that supersymmetry may be used to inter­
relate the spectra of different atoms and ions, but that the supersymmetry is broken 
by e"^e~ interactions. 
Ge and Kong [31] apply supersymmetry to superconductivity by showing that 
the resonating valence bond, or quantum Fermi liquid model of superconductivity, 
obeys supersymmetric quantum mechanics. 
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Adhikari [321, Fricke et al. [33], and Roy et al. [34] have further developed the 
SWKB, or supersymmetric WKB approximation, an idea introduced by Comtet et al. 
[35]. .\dhikari et al. [36] show that the SWKB approach gives the correct behavior of 
the wave function in the r — 0 region without requiring the cumbersome corrections 
of the WKB method. Fricke et al. [33] demonstrate the SWKB method for the 
Morse, Rosen-Morse, and anharmonic oscillator potentials with accurate fits to the 
wave function for all three potentials. Roy et al. [34] provide a comparison of WKB 
and SWKB with the results of numerical integration. Their results show that for the 
ground state and small n, the SWKB is generally more accurate, but as n increases, 
the WKB method becomes more accurate. The crossover is at about n = 3. 
Bolle et al. [37] examine a connection between stochastic quantization and super-
symmetric quantum mechanics, specifically for two representations of a two-dimensional, 
non-abelian supersymmetric magnetic field system. This work is connected to that of 
Nicolai [38] who defined the Nicolai map. Nicolai [38] observes that after integrating 
out the fermionic variables, the euclidean functional integral becomes gaussian by a 
transformation of the bosonic variables. This transformation is defined as the Nicolai 
map. Such a property is a result of the fact that the functional integral represents 
the probability density of a stochastic process. 
Roy and Roychoudhury [39] also consider the finite-temperature effect in the 
context of supersymmetric quantum mechanics, using a thermofield dynamics for­
malism. Roy and Roychoudhury [39] show that the finite-temperature effect leads to 
breaking of supersymmetry. 
Bernstein and Brown [40] examine the approach to equilibrium in a bistable 
system which is governed by a small parameter. This parameter is usually difficult 
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to compute, but supersymmetry makes it possible to do so easily. 
From this brief survey, one gets the flavor of the breadth of the field of super-
symmetric quantum mechanics, both close to the specific topics addressed in later 
chapters, and further afield, and see that what was originally a simplification of field 
theory has reached into virtually all branches of physics. 
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CHAPTER 3. DERIVATION OF CONSTRAINTS FROM THE 
OPERATORS 
In this chapter, the operators relevant to supersymmetry are examined using a 
fully three-dimensional model. They are first rewritten as spherical tensor operators, 
and then broken down using the techniques of angular momentum theory [41] to 
yield equations involving the reduced matrix elements. It will be shown that these 
equations lead to certain constraints on the values of G and S, including which values 
can be paired together. 
Expression of Operators as Spherical Tensors 
Beginning with the definition of G given above 
Overview 
(3.1) 
one can apply summation over repeated indices to expand out the and combine 
terms to get 
G = 
spherical tensors are constructed from the by defining 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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(^Q)O — (3'4) 
(^a)Li = -7= (^a ~ • (3-5) 
y Z 
Since G is a scalar operator, the d's must be coupled to a scalar, with some 
unknown constant k as a scale factor. With 
G = iele92 (3.6) 
= t (*1*2)0' 
angular momentum theory is applied to expand out the right hand side as 
^ (*1*2)0 = ^  L (l9ll<72ill00) (gi)l^ (^2)92 • (3.8) 
9192 
Evaluation of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients and summation over the nonzero 
terms gives 
'*1^2 -  ^  (*2)-l + (*1)1 ^ (*2)1 ~ (*1)0 (*2)0} • (3.9) 
The definitions of the Oq in terms of the 6^ can be substituted, and terms can­
celled to get 
'*1*2 {*1*2 + *1*2 + *1*5} • (3.10) 
Since the term in brackets is 0^$2, 
i = (3.U) 
and k is shown to be — \/3i so that G in spherical tensor form is 
G=-n/3(0}^J)®. (3.12) 
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Similarly, to rewrite S, one begins with 
Sq — (3.13) 
= Â: ^(1<7119211119) O-U) 
9192 
Choosing a particular value of q, such as g - 0, with 
Sl=k J] (Iqi 19211100) (0a)J^(^a)J2' (3.15) 
9192 
allows the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients to be evaluated and summed yielding 
5q = -^ ('^a^a) • (3.16) 
Alternatively, 
Sk = 5, a 
= -L.^y=e^0y _ Irpzzgygz 
2 2 
= 
so that k is found to be The same methods applied to 5^^ also give k = — 
so the spherical tensor form of S is 
5 q  =  — •  ( 3 . 1 7 )  
The anticommutation relation 
{«&*%} = (3.18) 
can also be rewritten 
{(«a)J,(«a)^,} = Ç(l9l?'|UA-Ç)|(«a)',(«;3)'} , (3.19) 
KQ 
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where 
+ (-1) 2 — A ( a \ a\ 
Q '  '  
with K being the rank of the tensor operator. 
In terms of 3-j symbols (defined in Edmonds [41]) 
^ ^  ^  KQ 
+ 1 
^ 1 1 A' ^ 
q q'  Q 
A" 
Q. 
Multiplication by 
^ 1 1 A' ^ 
\ q q'  Q'  
and use of the orthogonality of the 3-j symbols reduces the equation to 
/ 
E 
9^ V 
^ 1 1 A ^ 
q q'  Q 
} . (3.23) 
/ 
K 
Q 
At this stage, specific information about the 9 anticommutators 
|(^a)Ô , (%)|)} = ^ al3 ' (^i3)i} ~ " 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.24) 
can be applied with particular values of K and Q to find the nonzero terms. The 
result is 
|(^a)^,(^;5) (3.25) 
With the relevant operators written in spherical tensor form, one can now apply 
angular momentum theory to get equations involving the reduced matrix elements. 
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Decomposition of the Spherical Tensor Forms 
The spherical tensor forms constructed above can be decomposed using tech­
niques from Edmonds [41]. The Wigner-Eckart Theorem (eq. 5.4.1 in Edmonds) 
h' j 'm' \T{kq)\ ' , jm)  = / . ; ^ 
y —m' q  m j  
(3.26) 
gives the definition of the reduced matrix elements which will be used below. The 
reduced matrix elements for the G operator 
(G''5'i!G''^l|6'5) = (3.27) 
are substituted into the expression for G derived above to get 
- \/3(G'5'|| \ \GS)  = 6gg,6^g,y/2STlG.  (3.28) 
The O's can be decoupled using eq. 7.1.1 from Edmonds [411 to yield 
(G'S'||(«[4)°||G5) = (-1)^"*' E I ' 
Q/ign 5 5 5 
X (G'5'||^f||C?'^5")(G'"5"l|0.Ji|G5). (3.29) 
The values of G" range over G + 1 and G — 1 while the values of S" range over 
5,5 — 1, and 5—1. Also, 5' can be 5 or 5 ± 1, so there are actually three equations. 
Evaluation of the sums over G" and S" for each of the three possible 5' values gives, 
for 5 = 5', 
-|(G,5||0+||G + 1,5 + 1)|2 + 1(G - 1,5 + 1||0+|1G, 5)|2 
-|(G,5||0+|1G + 1,5+1)|2 + |(G-l,5-l||g+||G,5)|2 
-|{G,5||^+||G + 1,5)|2 + |(G-l,5||g+||G,5)|2 
= 2(25+ 1)G. (3.30) 
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The 5' = 5 ± 1 equations both reduce to the trivial form 0 = 0 because the 6-j 
symbol 
1 1 0 
5 5' S" 
is zero unless 5 = 5'. Thus, only one equation survives from the work with G. 
Applying the same techniques to 5ç,one can substitute 
1 S' s" 
S 1 0 
(3.31) 
^9 - (3.32) 
mto 
(Cr''5'||5^!|G'5) = 6gg,6gg,^S(S + I) (2S + I) (3.33) 
- -^{Cr's'W (9lei)^\\GS) = ^^^,/^55/x/5(S + 1)(2S-1), (3.34) 
and again decouple the O's in the reduced matrix elements, giving 
V 2 ^ E 
G"S"a 
1 1 1 
5 S' S" 
^qqI^ç\/'5(S + 1)(25 4- 1). (3.35) 
The values of S, 5", and G" are the same as described above while a is summed over 
1 and 2. This time, the 5' = 5 ± 1 cases are not trivial, so there are three equations. 
The S = 5' equation involves the matrix elements as modulus squared terms 
-5 
KG,S||9+||G+ 1,S)|2 + |(G- 1,5||«+||G,5)|2 
|(G,5||9+||G + 1,S + 1)|2 + KG - 1,5 + i||«+||G,5)|2 
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+ (5 + 1) [|(G,S||g+i|G ^ 1.5 - ly^ + \{G - 1,5 - lii<?+i|G,5)|2 
= 5(5 + 1)(25 + 1), (.3.36) 
while the other two equations consist of mixed terms. For 5' = 5 -f 1, the result is 
\/5(25 4- 3) [{G, S -r l||g+||G T 1,5X0,5!|g^||G + 1,5)* 
-(G- l,5||g+||G.5 + l)*(G- l,5||g+!|G,5)j (3.37) 
-^\/(5 + 2)(25 — 1) |(Cr,5 + li|^-j-i|G -t-1,5 -f 1)(G,5|1^^]|G' + 1,5 + 1) 
-(G - 1,5 4- li|g^||G\ 5 4- 1)*{G - 1,5 + li|g_||G,5)j = 0. 
For 5' = 5 — 1, the result is 
V(5 + l)(25-l) [(G.5 - 1||^^.||G + l,5)(G,5|i^+||G' + 1,5)* 
-(G- 1,5!|^+!|G,5- 1)*(G- l,5||^_||G.5)i (3.38) 
+ \/(25 + 1) ( —1 ) [(G, 5 — l||^i||G 4-1,5 — 1)(G, 5||^^||G 4-1,5 — 1) 
-(G- 1,5- li!^^llG,5- l)*(G-l,5-lli^^.,|G,5)] =0. 
The last two equations are similar in that the second is the same as the first if 5 + 1 
is replaced by 5 - 1. 
Breaking down the anticommutation relation 
|(^q)^(^^) =-v^<^a/3'^A'0'^Q0 (3 39) 
is somewhat more complex. 
First, the Wigner-Eckart theorem is used to get an equation involving reduced 
matrix elements. 
(G's'sÇ||(9a)',(«a)'r \oss..) = Ss^^jSKofQo 
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=  ( - 1 )  s'-s'. (G's'ii|(0a)^ l|GS). (3.40) 
Then the ^'s can be decoupled using the same techniques to get 
|G'55,) =(-1) •2S'^S~K-S':: ^2A' -r 1 
A' 5 \ 
-SL Q SZ E G"S" 
1 1 A' 
5 S' S" 
{ G' 5' I ! i i a" s"){ a" 5" 110 J i i G s ) 
+ (-1)^' (C/5'ii^^||G'"5")(6'"5"il4|j6'5) (3.41) 
Triangle conditions on the 6-j symbols restrict K to values less than or equal 
to two. The three cases, K = 0,1, and 2 are treated separately. For each case, the 
values of S and G are as described previously. For the K = 2 case, the equation 
reduces to 
1 1 
T 
Qtigtt I 5 5' S" 
(G'5'i|0^||G"5")(G"5"|i0iliG5)] = 0. 
{G' S'\\el,\\G" S"){G" S"\\9^^\\GS) 
(3.42) 
For S = 5', one of the triangular conditions gives 5' 4- 5 > 2 so this equation is valid 
only for 5 > 1. 
Evaluation the 6-j symbols and summation over G" and S" gives 
-(25-l)(25 + 3) X [(G,5|l4i|G + l,5)(G + l,5||4l|G,S) 
+ (G,5||^i||G-l,5)(G-l,5||0^||G,S) 
+ (G,5||^^||G+l,5)(G + l,5||0ii|G,5) 
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(C.g||g^liG-l,S)(G-l,S||gl||G,S) 
+S' ( 25" — 1 ) X "(G, 5piiiG' + 1, S + 1)(G + 1,5 + l||g^||G,5) 
+ (G,5!|gil|G'-l,S)(G-l,5||g^||G,5) 
T {G,S\\0^^\\G + l,S + l){G + l,S + l\\9l^G,S) 
+ (a5l|^?;^l|6' + 1,5 + 1)(G' + 1,5 + l||gil|G'.5>' 
^(25 + 3) (5 - 1) X [(G.5!i^?iiiG T 1,5- 1)(G + 1,5-l||^JiiG',5) 
+ (G, S\\ei\\G - 1,5 - 1)(G - 1,5 - li|g^||G,5) 
4- (G. 5''j0jijG1.5 — 1)(G + 1,5 — lil^QllG. 5) (3.43) 
+ (G, 5t|g^!|G - 1,5 - 1)(G - 1,5 - lil^l j|G, 5) = 0. 
The a and 3 can each be 1 or 2, so there are 4 cases; 
a = /3=l a = f3 = 2 
Q = 1, , J  =  2 a = 2, f3  = I 
However, when the 9 equations relating 6a to 
1 
^1 = ^ (^+ +^-) 
^2 = 
(3.44) 
(3.45) 
are substituted into each of the four cases, two are trivial. The a = 1, J = 2 and the 
a = 2,/3 = 1 cases, which are equivalent to and both give 0 = 0. 
The other two cases both give the same equation: 
(25-l)(25 + 3)[i(G,5||0+||G + l,5)|' 
+ |(G-l,5 |15+||G,5)r 
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+S(25-l)[|(G,S|l<?xiiG + l,5 + l)i2 
+ !(6'-1.5 + 1||^+||(?,5)|2 
. (2S + 3)(5 + 1) [l(G, SP+IIG' + 1, S - l)l2 
+ !(G'- 1,5- 1,5- 1)|2 = 0. (3.46) 
The 5' = 5 ± 1 cases also result in one equation each. For 5' = 5 + 1, the result 
IS 
(5-2) v/5(25 + 3) ;(G',5 + ll!^+!iG + l,5)(G,5!!^j.iiG+ 1.5)* 
- (G- 1.5!|^4.||G,5 + 1)*(G- 1,5 + 5)1(3.47) 
+5x7(5+ 2)(25 + 1)  [-(G,5 + l||g+||G + 1,5 + l ){G,S\ \e^\ \G + 1,5 + 1)* 
+ (G - 1,5 + l||g^:|G, 5 - 1)*(G - 1,5 + l||g+||G,5)] = 0, 
and for 5' = 5 - 1, the result is 
(5 - 1) v/(5 + 1)(25 - 1) i(G.5 - llia^ilG + l,5)(G,5||g^||G + 1,5)* 
- (G - l,5||^+ljG.5 - 1)*(G - l,5||g+||G,5)] 
-(5 + l)v'(5-l)(25 + l) (3.48) 
X [(G,5 - 1110+llG + 1,5-l)(G,5||g+||G + 1,5- 1)^ 
- (G- 1,5- 1||^+||G + 1,5- 1)*(G - 1,5 - l||g+||G.5)] = 0. 
The A' = 0 and A' = 1 cases are similar. 
For convenience, the complete set of equations is summarized below, with any 
restrictions applying to them (which result from triangle conditions in relevant 3-j or 
6-j symbols). 
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Equations of the Form 1(6'', 5'j|^j.!|G, 5)1"^ 
From K = 2 6 equation; 
-(25 + 3)(25 - 1) |(G,5||g+!|G^l,5)r 
+5(25 - 1) 
+ | (6- l ,5 | |^+| !6' ,5)r  
1(6',511^+116 + 1,5 + 1)1' 
-!(6-l,5 + l||0+i |6',5) ,2  
f (25 + 3)(5 + 1) 1(6,511^+116 + 1.5- 1)1 2 
1(6-1.5-111^+116,5) \'2 = 0 
From K = 0 6 equation: 
: (6 ,5 | |g_l |6  +  l ,5  + l) |^  +  | (6- l ,5  + l i |g+l!6 ,5)t^ 
|(6,5!!0^i|6 + l,5)|2 + |(6-l,5||^+;|6',5) i2  
;(6',5!!0+!|6 + l,5-l) l2  + |(6-l,5- l l |g+:|6,5)|2 
= 3(25 + 1) 
(3.49) 
(3.50) 
From A' = 1 ^  equation: 
|(6,5||g+||6 + l,5)|2 - 1(6 - 1,511^+116,5)!^ 
-5  [1(6,511^+116 +1,5+ l)r  
-1(6-1 ,5  +111^+116,5) |2  
+  (5+1)^1(6,511^+116 +1,5-1) |2  
1(6-1,5-111^+116 ,5)1'  = 0 
From G equation: 
(3.51) 
-1(6 ,511^+116 +  1 ,5  + l )r  + 1(6-1 ,5  + 1110+116,5)r  
_l 
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(G',5!|^+||G' + I,S-1)|2 f !{G-1,5-li|<?+!;G,5)|2 
-KG,5i|0+!|G+1.5)1"- + !(G-l,5||g^||G,5)i2 
= 2 (25 + 1) G (3.52) 
From S equation; 
,(G,5!|gf!|G + 1,5 ) 1 "  +  l(G - l,5||g^!|G,5)|^ 
-5 l(G,5!|g+||G 4-1,5- 1)|2 + l(G-1,5 + l||g+iiG.5)|^ 
+ (5 + 1) |(G,5i|<?+||G^ 1.5-/)|2-|(G-1,5- l|10+liG.5)i-
= 5(5 + I) (25- 1) 
Cross-term equations 
From the S equation: 
^5(25 + 3) [(G,5 ^  l||g+||G + 1,5)(G,5!|^^!|G ^ 1,5)* 
- (G - 1,5||g_||G + 1,5 + 1)*(G - 1,5|!g+||G,5)] 
+ V(5 + 2)(25 + l) [(G,5 + 1||^+1|G + 1,5 + 1)(G,5||6+||G + 1,5)* 
- (G - 1,5 + l||g+||G,5 + 1)*(G - 1,5 + l||g+||G,5)| =0 (3.54) 
5 > 0 
V'(5 + l)(25-l) [(G,5 - l||g+||G + l,5)(G,5||g+||G + 1,5)* 
- (G - l,5||g+||G,5- 1)*{G - l,5||g+||G,5)] 
+ V'(25 + 1)(5-1) [(G,5 - 1||^+||G + l,5)(G,5||g+||G + 1,5)* 
- (G - l,5||g+||G,5- 1)*(G - l,5||g+||G,5)] = 0 (3.55) 
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5 > 1 
From K = 2 0 equation: 
(5 + 2)^5(25^3) [(G',5+ l|i^+!|G' + 1,5)(G,5!|0^||G' + 1.5)" 
- (G- l,5||g+||G,5 + l)"(G - l,5p+!iG,5);{3.06) 
-5^(5 ^ 2)(25 + 1) [-(G,5 + 1!104-1|G + 1,5 + l)(G,5i|0+||G + 1,5- 1)* 
+ (G - 1,5 + 1||6+||G,5 + 1)*(G-1,5 + l|t0^||G,5)l = 0 
(5 - 1) v/(5 + 1)(25 - 1) [(G,5 - l||g+i|G + 1,5)(G.5||^+||G + 1.5)* 
- (G - l,5!l^+ilG,5 - 1)*(G - 1.5t|g+!tG,5)] 
-(5^1)v/(5-l)(25 + l) 
X [(G,5 - 1||<?+||G + 1,5 - l)(G,5||g+||G + 1,5 - 1)* 
- (G - 1,5 - l||g+!|G,5- 1)*(G - 1,5 - 1|!0+!1G.5)] = 0 
S > 1  ( 3 . 5 7 )  
From the A' = 1 ^  equation: 
V5(25 + 3)[(G,5 + 1||^+||G,5)(G,5|!0+||G + 1,5)* 
+ (G - l,5||g+||G,5 + 1)*(G - l,5||g+i|G,5)] 
+ V^(5 + 2)(25 + l) [(G,5 + l||g+||G + 1,5 + l)(G,5||g+||G + 1,5 + 1)* 
+ (G- 1,5 + 1||^+||G,5 + 1)*(G - 1,5 + l||g+||G,5)] = 0 (3.58) 
5 > 0 
v/(5 + l)(25-l) [(G,5 - l||g+||G + l,S){G,S\\e+\\G + 1,5)* 
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- (G - L5||^+!|G',5 - 1)*(G' - 1,5||^+||&'.5)] 
+ ^ (5- 1)(2S + 1) [(G, 5 - 111^^116'+ 1, S - 1)(G,S||0+11G + 1,5- 1)* 
-f (G - 1,5 - l!|g+i|G - 1.5 - 1)*(G - 1,5 - l||i9a.!iG,5)] = 0 (3.59) 
5 > 1 
Although some of these equations have restrictions on their validity, up to this 
point, no specific values of G and S have been assumed. The set of equations can 
be solved by substitution and elimination techniques, but a more elegant method 
(formulated by D. Pursey) uses matrices. In the solution of the equations by matrix 
methods, it will be shown that only certain values of G and S yield a consistent set 
of equations. 
Considering first the 9 equations for K = 0, A' = 2, and the S equation, one can 
rewrite these equations in matrix form as 
Solution of the G,S, and 0 Equations 
/ \ 
-5(25- 1) (25 - 1)(25+ 3) -(5 + 1)(25+ 3) x 
5 + 1 
^ |(G,5||0+||G+1,5^1)12 + 
1(G,5||^+||G + 1,5)|2 + 
J(G,5||0+||G+l,5-l)i2 + 
|(G-l,5 + l||g+||G,5)|2 ^ 
i(G-l,5|i0+l|G,5)|2 
|(G-1,5-1||^+||G,5)|2 ^ 
3(25 + 1) 
0 (3.60) 
y 25(5 + l)(25 + l) y 
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The determinant of the coefficient matrix is 
65(5+ 1)(25+ 1)^0 (3.61) 
since the condition 5 > 1 from the K = 2 equation excludes the possibility that 
5 = 0. Thus, the matrix equation can be inverted to give 
^ |(Cr',5 !|<?^||Cr' + L5 + l)|2 + | ( G -  l , 5  +  l i | g + | | G , 5 ) | ^  ^  
|(C?,5!|0 +i|G +1,5)|2 + |(G- l,5i|g+!|G,5)|2 
| ( G' , 5 | | < ? + 1 1 G '  +  1 , 5 - 1 ) | 2  +  i ( G- l , 5 - l ! | ^ + | | a , 5 ) l  2 
/ .. 
1 
65{5 + l)(25^1) 
V 
25(5 + 1) (25+ 3) 5 -35(25 + 3) 
25(5 + 1) (25 + 1) -(25 + 1) 3(25 + 1) 
25(5 + l)(25-l) 5 + 1 3(5+l)(25-l) 
^ 3(25 + 1) ^ 
0 
25(5 + l)(25 + l) 
The matrices on the right hand side can be multiplied out to get three equations, 
which are 
| ( G , 5 | | 5 + i | G + l , 5  +  l ) | 2  +  | ( G - l , 5  +  l | | g + | | G , 5 ) P  
=  ( l - 5 ) ( 2 5  +  3 )  
| ( G , 5 | | g + | | G + 1 , 5 ) 1 ^  +  | ( G - 1 , 5 | | 6 + | | G , 5 ) | ^  
=  2 ( 2 5  +  1 )  
| ( G , 5 | | g + | | G  +  l , 5 - l > | 2  +  l ( G - l , 5 - l | i 0 + l l G , 5 ) l 2  
=  ( 5  +  2 ) ( 2 5 - l ) .  (3.62) 
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The first equation makes sense only for 5 < 1 since the 1 — 5 term is not allowed 
to be negative, but 5 > 1 is already required, so 5 = 1 is the only value for which 
the above equations are valid. Substitution of 5 = 1 into these equations gives 
\{G, l!|g+!|G + l,l)j2 + KG - I,li|^+i|G', 1)|2 = 6 
KG, ip+ÎIG 4-1,0)|2 + KG - l,0||g+i!G, 1)1" = 3. (3.63) 
Now, consider the A' = 1 equation and the G equation. Since the K = I equation 
requires 5 > and the work above confines S to values less than or equal to one, 
pairings of the form (G, 5 4- 1! are not relevant. The A' = I and G equations are 
reduced to 
KG,5||04-||G + I,5)i2 - KG - 1,5 - 11|^+||G,5)|2 
(5 + 1) KG,5|iO+:|G+l,5-l)i'^ 
-KG'-l,5-l||^+||G,5) r j  =0 
\{G - l,5||^+i|G,5)|2 - KG,5!|^+iiG + 1,5)1^ 
+ KG'-l,5-l||g+||G.5)i^ - KG,5i|0xiiG + 1,5 - 1)|2 
= 2(25 + 1)G, 
(3.64) 
(3.65) 
or in matrix form, 
KG,5 | |^+| |G+1,5) |2 -  KG-l,5||g+||G,5)|2 
KG,5||g+||G + l,5-l)|2 - KG-1 ,5-1 |1^+| |G ,5) |2 
25(25 + l)G 
(3.66) 
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The determinant is 5 7= 0 since 5 > so the matrix can be inverted to yield 
|(G',5!|^+i|G-f-l,5)|2 - |(C;-1,5||<?+|!G',5)|2 
2G(S + lX2f+l) 
= Ç (3.6() 
|(G'.5ii^?+ilG + l,5-l)|2 - i(G-l,5-ip^iK;,5)i2 
= (3.68, 
If IG', 1) is a valid pairing, substitution of 5 = 1 into these equations gives 
|(G,l!i0^liG-Ll)i2 - i(G-l,lil0_!iG,l);2 
= -12G (3.69) 
!(G,l||g+i|G4.1,0)1^ - |(G-l,0||g+||G'.l)l^ 
= 6G. (3.70) 
When these results are combined with those from the K = 0,A' = 2. and S 
equations, the equations reduce to 
l(G,l | i^+||G + l,l)|2 = 3(1-2G) (.3.71) 
|(G-l,l||^4.i|G,l)|2 = 3(1+ 2G) (3.72) 
|(G-l,O||0+||G,l ) i 2  = ^(1-2G) (3.73) 
|(G,l|10+i|G + l,O)|2 = ^(1 + 2G). (3.74) 
Since the nature of the left-hand side of these equations requires the right-hand 
side to be positive, for |G, 1) to be a valid pairing, G must be ij. Pairings of the 
form I ± J,!) give nonsense results. With | ± ^,1) established as valid pairings, it 
can be seen that | :b ^,0) also appear as valid pairs. 
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The solution so far is 
|(-^,iPx||^,l)i2 = 6 (3.75) 
Kg' ~ 2'~(3.76) 
For the cases with S as an integer, the only remaining pair to consider is | ± ^ .O). 
Just the K = 0 9 equations and the G equation are relevant for S = 0. Since i9^ 
is a vector operator, the S = 0 to 5 = 0 matrix element can be dropped from the 
equations so that 
:(G,0||^^i|G +1,1)1^ + KG - l.l||g^||G,0)i^ = 3 (3.77) 
- i(G',0|l^+j|G + l,l)|2 + i(G-l.l|10+||6',O)|2 
= 2G'. (3.78) 
If G = ±2 is tested in the equations above, one gets results which are inconsistent 
with those established above, so the | ± ^,0) pairings are invalid. 
Another solution which may be considered is the non-integer S = ^ case. Since 
5 < 1 was shown above, an S = ^ solution will contain no S — S ± 1 terms. The 
A' = 0 equation becomes 
l(G, -||^+||G + 1, -)|^ + |(G - 1, -)i"^ = 6, (3.79) 
while the S equation becomes 
gll^+IIG + 1, -)P + i(G - 1, -||^+||G - 1, -)l"^ = 3, (3.80) 
so already one can see that no 5 = j solution exists because the equations are 
inconsistent. 
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Given the valid pairings i i: g ,  1) and | z: an examination of the cross-term 
equations shows that every term contains at least one invalid pair so that each of 
these six equations reduces to 0 = 0. Thus, the phases of the matrix elements are 
arbitrary. 
It should be noted that the pairings resulting from this method are the same as 
those used by other researchers, but this method shows that these are, in fact, the 
only valid pairings, so that the solution is unique. 
In this chapter, it has been shown that angular momentum theory provides a 
useful technique for decoupling the spherical tensor operators relevant to supersym-
metry. The decoupling process results in a set of equations (shown in the summary 
sections above) which can be used to arrive at a unique solution to the algebra. Sim­
ilar techniques will be used in the latter chapters to handle the evaluation of matrix 
elements relevant to the work in those chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4. APPLICATION OF SUPERSYMMETRY TO 
SCATTERING STATES 
In this chapter, supersymmetric transformations will be applied to scattering 
states. It will be shown that supersymmetry implies certain relations among the 
scattering amplitudes, and that these amplitudes are not all independent. The scat­
tering formalism for particles with spin as developed in Newton's book [42] will be 
followed. 
Given the cartesian form of the operators 
= 4 . (v ± vvr) , (4.1) 
one can write the as spherical tensor operators.- First, with the definition 
A ±  =  V ± V W ,  (4.2) 
can be written as 
Q±=4.A±, (4.3) 
so that the spherical tensor form can be written 
= (4.4) 
In order to find k, the techniques used in Chapter Three are applied to expand 
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out the spherical tensor operator as 
( « ± 4 ) o =  E  ( ^ ± ) L  (4.5) 
9142 
In terms of 3-j symbols, the equation is written as 
^  1  1 0 ^  
11 
-11 
11 -11 0 
(4.6) 
where 91 + 92 ~ ® has been used to evaluate the sum over gg.The value of qi ranges 
over 1,0, and -1, so the specific 3-js can be calculated, with the result being 
0 
( « ± 4 ) o  =  ^  [(«=)! (^±)r' + ( ^ ± ) i  -  ( « ± ) ô  (^=)o (4.7) 
The definitions of and are similar to those seen in Chapter Three for 
Sq, that is 
(^±)±1 = 
(^±)o = 
(^±)±1 = 
(^±)o ~ 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
Substitution of these definitions into the result above and combination of terms gives 
0 
so that 
(«±4)o = 
(4-Â±) = -v/3(«iAi)° 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
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shows the relation of the cartesian and spherical tensor forms of Q 
Once the spherical tensor form has been found, the reduced matrix elements 
can be evaluated by decoupling the B and A operators using techniques from Edmonds 
[41]. The equation becomes 
s' s 1 
I' I 1 
j j 0 
(4.15) 
A 9-j symbol of this form can be reduced to a 6-j, leaving 
«'(s''');||(3i:|{ (./);> = 
(-1)®+''+^ y2jTT| ' ' M «V||4llW(''!lAilO- (4-16) 
r  ' 4  
The matrix elements on the right-hand side can be evaluated explicitly. First, appli­
cation of the definitions of 9^ in terms of the p and cr, 
(4.17) 
gives 
= {^'s'\\piai±ip2cr2U3) 
- (^'li/'lll0(5'll<^lll^) ± i{^'ll/'2llO(-s'll<^2ll^)- (4-18) 
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Both (s'iîcTj^||s) and (j^||(T2|lcan be worked out using Edmonds [41]. For the 
equation is 
' (n) = 
(-1)^+2 ^(2s + l) (23'+ 1) 2 2 
5 2 ^ 
(4.19) 
The equation for co is similar. Both can be written as 
(a'llci 11 a) = (-1)'V'(25 + 1)(25' + 1) i ^ ^ 
I 5  rr 1  
( / I k 2 ! l 4  =  ( - 1 /  ^ ( 2 s  +  I )  { 2 s '  +  I )  
2 s' 
1 
2 
s 1 2 
1 
2 / 1 2 
s 1 2 1 
i 2 > / ^  (4.20) 
Zt/g, (4.21) 
with the only possible difference being the sign. Substitution of specific values for s 
and s' yields 
(i|i<^il|i) = (ilk2iU) = ^ 
(ilkil|0) = -(ilk2llo) = Vs 
(0||<ri||l> = -(Ollo-glll) = -\/3. 
Matrix elements for pi and p2 can be worked out, yielding 
(l||Pll|-l) = (-l|lPli|l) = 1 
'(l|1^2ll~l) = -i(-l||/'2l|l) = 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
where the eigenvalues of denoted by ^ above are ±1. 
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In the work below, it will be useful to recombine the p-^ and p-j terms to get 
(('llPiilO = (4.'2T| 
(('llffK) = 14-28) 
where 
P ±  =  P i  ±  ( P 2  
Pzz = PiTip2- (4.29) 
The other reduced matrix elements on the right-hand side, (/'ijAil/) can be adapted 
from Edmonds [41] equations for the matrix elements of the gradient operator to 
yield 
d dW I ( ( - i l i v x v w i i i )  =  v T T T ( j ^ ± ^ - i )  
((-illViVPrw = 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
The reduced matrix elements for p and I can be put into the equation above and 
terms combined to get 
i i '  [ I ' s ' )  jTn \ Q ± \ ( ( l s ) j m )  =  (4.32) 
+ (v7Vj^zj+i + V7TTV,j-i^0') + 
From the general form of the matrix elements, one can list specific l , j  matrix 
elements in a form which will be useful in the next section. Scattering will be studied 
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in the r — oo region where and p terms vanish. Application of these conditions, 
along with substitution of the specific values for /", s", and produces a complete 
list of the nonzero matrix elements, which are 
/ l ( j  +  L l ) j t | Q + i | - l ( j , l ) j )  =  ( - 1 ( ; - f l , l ) i l | Q _ ! | l ( j , l ) j )  
= (4.33) 
d 
=  +  ( 4 J 4 )  
a ( j - l . l ) j | | Q + ! | - l ( i , l ) j )  =  ( - l ( j - l , l ) ; i | Q _ i i l ( j , l ) j )  
= K35) 
' ; i ( j M ) ; i l Q + i l - l ( j  +  l , l ) j )  =  ( - l ( j , l ) ; | l Ç _ | | i ( j ^ l , l ) j )  
= (436) 
: i ( j  +  l , I ) ; | | Q _ ! | - I ( j , 0 ) j )  =  ( - l ( j  +  l , l ) j ! l Q ^ | | l ( j  +  l , l ) j )  
d 
( l ( j - l , l ) j | | Q _ | l - l ( j , 0 ) j )  =  ( - l ( j - l , l ) j l | Q + ! | l ( j ,  0 ) j )  
== (4 38) 
( i ( ; , o ) j i | Q _ i | - i ( ; - i , i ) j )  =  ( - i ( j , o ) j | | g + ! | i ( j - i , i ) j )  
=  ' V 7 ( ^ )  ( 4 . 3 9 )  
( l ( j , 0 ) ; | | Q _ | | - l ( j  +  l , l ) j )  =  { - l ( j , 0 ) j | | Q + | | l ( ;  +  l , l ) i )  
= (4.40) 
Writing out the specific nonzero matrix elements allows examination of the ladder 
structure connecting the various states. This structure is displayed in Figure 4.1. 
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The a, 13,5, and 7 represent the various constants. 
Transformation of Scattering States 
In this section, the scattered wavefunctions for specific values of spin, helicity, 
angular momentum, and ( will be extracted from the general form so that the affect of 
application of supersymmetry transformations to scattering states can be examined. 
First, consider the general form listed in Newton [42], 
2^k 1 
jMU's' 
where 
The functions yM . and are defined as jVs' J 
= Y,i^msu\lsjM)Yf'^ (r)xt, (4.43) _ ^/, i;,,-,rf\v'iV/ 
mu 
and 
I 
^lsu\k^ = ^ {lmsv\lsj{k^ , (4.44) 
m=—l 
where Y^^ are spherical harmonics. The second expression can be simplified by 
choosing k = z such that 
I 
y f ^ * { l s u z )  =  Y ,  h l m 3 v \ l s j M ) Y l ' ^  { z )  
m=—l 
= (4.45) 
G  - | - l { i , 0 ) > }  
Q -  i Q +  T 
G  =  - ^  a i \ l ( j  +  l , l ) j }  7 l | l ( j - l , l ) j ) + ^ i | l ( i  +  l , l ) j )  | l ( j , l ) j )  
Q - i Q + 1  Q - I Q + ]  
G  =  |  Û 2 | - l ( j - l , l ) j ) + / 5 2 | - l ( j  +  l , l ) i )  | 1 0 ' , 1 ) J )  7 l | - l ( j - l , l ) j )  +  < ! f i | - l ( j  +  l , l ) j )  
Q - l Q + 1  
G  =  |  | i ( i , 0 ) j )  
Figure 4.1: Ladder structure of states 
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or in terms of 3j symbols, 
Y*i/ •/ /(2'+ l)(2i + 1) , ,./-s+i/( ' ^ ^ 
yj-'i s 10, _ 
The 3j symbols can be evaluated for specific j ,  I ,  and s  to yield 
(4.46) 
y j  ( j  -
• 2 j  + 1 
2 i K i  -  K - i )  
^ (^i/i K - i )  ~  V J  ^  i^i/o 
+ \/Ar" (^!/l + ^ i/-l) 
Now consider for specific values of s and u. Begin with 
{ k , l  ±  l ^ f )  —  \ / — 7 ^ \ ( 0  
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
(4.49) 
(4.50) 
(4.51) 
T T  k r  
j l l ' s '  
where \ (^) is the spinor containing the /J3 dependence. 
Evaluation of the sums over /' and s', where /' ranges over I  ± 1 and s '  ranges 
terms written out as i"' gives 
i j :  j t  /  y  1  ^  
over 3,3 + 1, and 3 — 1, with the or e ^ ^ ' 
V ± 1  i . +  ( k l ± l ( r ) - ^ ^ S ,  
. Ç [iJ + l - (-l)J .'•'"•Sjm) (jlW 
j  
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+i '  (-i)j 4-1, 
Substitution of the forms of derived above into the equation for ii' gives 
(4.52) 
• 2 f i k  i  /2; + 1 
X E [=)}§( (e-''" -l-ix -''••'•Sjyi) 
r 
- Yr:' r ± l  ,  1  \ 7  /  /  J  — i k r  \ \ 2 j  +  l  e  
r 
+ ( !)•? + y 2;+ + 
Similar work with the other of interest yields 
—oo V TT 2fcr V 47r 
xE 
J 
+ (  I , / +  y  2 j  +  r ' j + i . i j - 1 , 1  
V2JTT 
J  „ — i k r  (4.54) 
+ (-!)•' I 1/27^Sj-l,l,j-l,l + W^5j-l,l,j+l,l 
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and 
X (,-ikr _ ,_1,J yf ,,. (4.55) 
j  
Application of Q Operators to Scattering States 
In this section, the effect of supersymmetry transformations on scattered states 
will be calculated. First, one can extract the effect of on the plane wave portion 
of the by examining . The plane wave can be expressed as 
3 1  
V 
/(2; + l)(2/ + l) / I  s  j  . \ 
47r 0 z/ —1/ 
/ 
where k  =  z  .  Use of the properties of the Bessel functions, ( k r )  
d W  while letting ^' 0 as r — oo gives 
j l l ' s '  
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
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' i s  , \ 
/ 
X { ( . ) u i i ( k r ) 8 ^ ,  
0  V  — u  
\ 
- 8 ^ ±1 [ ^ s O ^ s ' l  (v'^^O'Vj + i - V^^O'V.j-l) 
^  V o ^ a l  ( - V 7 ^ / . j - l V j  +  ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ l , j + l ^ l ' j ) ] }  
= ky/^Tr\(^) ^ / u^, (A;r)rjJ,^, (-1) 
j l ' s '  
s -M/ 
(2/'-^l)(2j-r 1) f  ;/ ./ 
47r 0  u  — u  
q U  (4.59) 
where the contains the 5's and a ratio of the .3j symbols such that the 3j 
with I and 5 is replaced by the 3j with /' and s'. Evaluation of the 3j symbols and 
combination of the S's gives 
(V,j + 1 + Vj ^  V,j-l) 
+ s ,  
'^±1 (v,j+l + Vj-l) + Vo^^lVjl 
which shows that the effect of on the plane wave part of the scattered state is 
just multiplication by a constant which is the helicity, u. 
Next, consider the effect of Qj- on the scattered portions of the wave function. 
With 
E 14.61) 
l " s "  
one can apply the specific Qj. to various The 5's in Q j. will determine which 
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s" the transformed state. Recall that 
{ ( . "  { l " s " ) j v \ Q ± \ ( , ' { j - \ A ) j u )  _ (4.62) 
\ / r —oo 
'• 2j^VoV±iV '=Fi + vl^V'iV?iV±i) V'j^-
This acts on the ^ to yield 
+ y ' i -
(4.63) 
Similarly, other specific matrix elements demonstrate the effect of on each 
term producing 
Q ± y f j o \ ( ( >  - [ ] ]  ' i  
- V(-«) + ]j'Tr 
Q ± y f j i \ i o  -  \(-5)«{ti [ ] j  +\/ 
The remaining ^ factor operates on the and f portion of the wave function. 
After the effects of on various parts of the wave function are collected to­
gether, one gets the result for 0"^ (tOO(r) 
ç±^.+(fcooff 1 -  (-0 
j  
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Similarly, 
and 
"Ei-i)-' 
3 
• S ^ .  V i i j  ~  ^ )  q j  2 j  4 -  1  " J  +  2 j  +  1  " j  — I J j - l i l  
,2±_LçJ , \ 
2j +1 j-iAJ+1,1 y 
vO (j + 1) 
2; 4- 1 2j -i- 1^J-Llj-1,1 
\ / j ( j + i ) g j  y  
2j + 1 ' •j- l . l . j  + 1,1 I 
C?±(/'+(A:l± l^f) - 2 f i k  i k  2 j  + I  
TT 2 \ / 2 k r  V 4% 
\(-0 
k2(-1)J 
j  
± 
, i k r  
(4.65) 
' j j - l , l ] l 2 j  +  l  
- - (-IH 2^ (;^j+l,l,;+l,l + 1,1,;-1,1 
- VJU + i)'5j+i,i,j_i,i - \/i(i + l)'^j-l,l,j+l,l))] • 
Next, the results are compared with the original 0"^ with —( by equating 
coefficients of specific terms. Beginning with Q^ip'^ (fcOO^f), one equates the 
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coefficients of •,] i to get 
j  +  ^ . ç — i k r  
• 2 j  -f 1 
+ (-!)•' e'*'' ^^5j+Ll j-1.1 j 
<«•: 
which reduces to 
^jOjO -  ^ Uhhj+Ul  + Y 2/+ 
where 5^, is the transformed S matrix element contained in (A:3i/— ^f). Equat­
ing the coefficients of Y^j_^ ^ produces 
^;0;0 - ^ j-l,l,j-l,l + Y j  
Together, these equations give 
L i j — i J  ^  y  j  U i i j + 1 , 1  y  j - ! - 1 ^ 1 '  
(4.70) 
A match of the coefficients of the VK also shows j l s  
,+ Q±W^ {kOOir) - ki'^ (AlO - (r). (4.71) 
Similarly, application of the same technique to other gives 
Q±il'-^ (klO^r) - (fcOO - (r), (4.72) 
with the same relations of to Also, 
Q±0+ ( k l  ±  1(f) - { k l ± l - ^ f ) ,  (4.73) 
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with relations between S and S given by 
or 
q j  - A  ^  ^ j  ?•?" 
(4.76) 
study of the Scattering Amplitudes 
In this section, the scattering amplitudes are examined, and the relations of the 
S matrix elements are used to get relations between them. The S matrix elements 
can be written in terms of the scattering amplitudes as 
When the Sjf ^ ~ are worked out in terms of the scattering 
amplitudes, the terms cancel and leave 
40;0 - + y ) ^j-l,l,j + l,l 
4+1,1,;+l , l  y  j  + 
and 
~ 4+i,i,i+i,i V t 4+1,1,j-1,1 
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The scattering amplitudes can be written in terms of helicity amplitudes 
^2^1^2) ~ ^ " y (2s + l)^2s + 1 ^  (2/ + 1) ^2/ + 
I ' l s ' s  
/ 
\ 
I  s  j  
0  u  — u  
^ / f' / j  
0 u' 
( 1 
2 
1 
2 
\ 
— V 
( 1 
2 
1 
2 
/'s'/s 
/ \ 
y —^2 
(4.82) 
\ n  -«^2 
where u = u-^ — U2 and z/' = i/| — The helicity amplitudes can be characterized 
by five amplitudes which are defined by whether the particles have equal or opposite 
helicities and by the number of spin flips. These five amplitudes are 
'oO = 
= 
a*'(H 1— ) •= ( —r 
a-' ( -i- + 4- + ) = ( 
( n  \ -  +  )  =  (  
{—hH— ) = {-\— 
{ 1- + ) = a-' ( + + 
- + ) 
) 
-+)  
—+ )  
)  
(4.83) 
(4.84) 
(4.85) 
(4.86) 
(4.87) 
where e or o denotes equal or opposite and 0 or 2 denotes how many spin flips occur. 
When only one spin flip occurs, the amplitude switches from e to 0 or vice versa. This 
case is denoted aj. Working out all the 3j symbols and summing over the nonzero 
terms gives for various 
2 ( 2 ^ + 1 )  
+ (4.88) 
[(2; + l)aJojo + + 
"e2 ~ 
= ! 
GO 2(2;+ 1) 
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H-1,1 J-1,1 
(2; + l)4l;l+^'4+WJ4.u 'oO 
4-2 = 
a i  =  
1  2 ( 2 ; +  1 )  
2(2; + 1) 
(i-1) 4  
1 
2(2; + 1) 
(j + 1) 4 
-1 
.~(2-^' + l)"jl;l+-^'"j + l,lj>l,l 
/;(; - 1) H+l,l.;+l,l 
The reverse process, 
' ^ i ' s ' l s  ~  ^ y~ 1) (2' ^  1) (2'' + 1)^"^ ('^1'^2'^1'^2) 
I I I  
u i u - ^ V 2 ^ 2 ^ ^  
l  s  j  
Q  u  — u  
(  l '  s '  J  
0 1/ ./ 
1 7 
u i  - U 2  —  u  
1 1 / \ 
(4.89) 
gives 
^jojo - ''io ~ 
^ ] l j l  =  «oO-^ - «o2 
(4.90) 
4+i,i,;+i,i = 27TT (''eo + «^2) + > («oo + 42) - VJ(J + IK 
4^1,1,;-1,1 = 27n ^ (""eO + ^^^2) +(; + !) (4o + + 4\/j(; + l)aj 
4+1,1,;-1,1 = 2jTÏ [^ •' (""oO + ®o2 - "eO ~ ®e2) " ^ 4. ' 
The relations derived above from the application of supersymmetry can be combined 
with the equations for the scattering amplitudes to show that these amplitudes are 
not all independent. A rearrangement of 
— si 
^;OjO "j+i,i,i+i,i Y j + i^j+i,i,ji-i,i 
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=  - A  , ,  
111 y j  J—1,1 (4.91) 
5^ 
- :5^ V + 1,1,J>1.1 "j-l,l,i-l.l - /;(; + !) ; + l,lj-l.l' 
Substitution of this expression into 
(4.92) 
1 
«1 = 
1 2(2;-hi] "/TÛTÏ) («j + i J j + ij 
(4.93) 
=; _ 
°1 ~ 2j-ri''j>ia,j-i.r 
The expression for 1 j —1 1 terms of becomes 
4 = - 1 
(2; f ly (^oO " ^ 2 ~ 4o ~ "4) " ^ 4 
Combination the âj terms from each side yields 
•J - + u. _ -J 
(2j + l) 
i- i - j  f . J  .7 -7 .7 \ 
2~; (%0 %2 - °eO ~ <^62 j ' 
(4.94) 
(4.95) 
(4.96) 
which shows that not all of the are independent as a consequence of the relations 
derived from supersymmetry. 
Relation of the Phase Shifts 
In this section, it will be shown that the relationship between the transformed 
scattering matrix elements results in a relationship between the mixing parameter 
and the phase shifts of the mixed states. We use the Stapp [43] parameterization for 
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states with s = 1 and / = j i 1, namely 
(if = 
(  J S  0 
J S .  
\ ( 
cos I z j  i  sin 2 s j  ^ ^ e«+ 0 
/ 
t e  
y i  sin 2 c  j  cos 2 s j  J  0  e  
cos2sj ) sin2 z j  
sin2£,- e^'^-cos2i 
(4.97) 
- J  "  " " J  
where s j  is the mixing parameter, and the are defined by 
6 j -  =  6 ± = ' ' j , j ± l - (4.98) 
The transformed S matrix is written 
M -
^ 9-7 
\ + —14 j —1,1 J —1,1 / 
(4.99) 
Recalling that 
S^. = S^: 5-? 
•j+i , i j>i , i  y  j  "j>i , i ,>-i , i -"j- i , i , j - i , i  y  j  + rj- i , i , j>i , i '  
(4.100) 
one can substitute in the expressions for each Sj/ shown in the matrix above to 
get 
e^^^+cos2i:j - sin 2g j 
_ g2i(5_ cos 2e • — 
' sin2£ •. 
; +1 •' 
(4.101) 
Combination of terms and application of some trigonometric identities reduces this 
equation to 
t a n 2 E j  =  2 y / j  [ j  + l)sin (6_ - 5+). (4.102) 
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For comparison to the work of other researchers, it should be noted that the Sj and fj. 
in this parameterization are sometimes referred to as bar phase shifts and bar mixing 
parameters [43] while others, such as Arndt et al. [44] [4-5], use the same parameters, 
but do not refer to them as "bar". Physically, these parameters correspond to those 
with the Coulomb effects subtracted out. 
The alternative parameterization [46] defined by 
S' = 
/ 
cos c - sin f 
sin 5 J  cos J  
( i6' 
e  +  
\ 
0 
i d '  
\ 
/ 
/ •  I  \  cos s sin t 
I I sin Î cos £ 
(4.103) 
tan 2 s '  =  2 \/j ( j  + 1), 
which is the result of Andri a n o v  e t  a l .  [ 6 ]  i f  t h e i r  a  =  2 s ' .  
(4.104) 
The major result of this chapter is equation 4.102, since this equation provides a 
fairly simple test for supersymmetry in a given scattering problem. This result does 
not depend on a particular form for the superpotential W, rather, it results from 
the ladder structure determined by the supersymmelry algebra. This relation will be 
used in the next chapter to study a particular scattering problem, namely, the case 
of nucléon-nucléon scattering. 
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CHAPTER 5. APPLICATION TO NN SCATTERING 
In this chapter, the supersymmetric Hamiltonian will be rewritten to show its 
similarity to the potential for one pion exchange (OPEP), and a comparison will be 
made with experimental NN scattering data. 
Rewriting the Hamiltonian 
Beginning with the supersymmetric Hamiltonian written in terms of indices, 
= + (5.1) 
one can rewrite H in terms of vector dot products as 
H  =  1 (VPF)2 +  i  •  V) (^2 • V) W .  (5.2) 
In this form, a comparison can be made with nuclear theory [47]. The noncentral 
(tensor) part of the nuclear force can be written in terms of the spin operator so that 
V  = V'^(r) + V c r ( ^ i  - 0=2) + Vy(r)5i2i (5.3) 
where 
^12 = 'r)('72 -("^1 '<^2)' (5.4) 
and Vj'(r)Si2 is the tensor force portion of the potential. The other terms shown 
are the central potential. The •$2 P&rt depends on the spin, but not on the angular 
coordinates, so it is included with the central potential along with V'^. 
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The term from the supersymmetric Hamiltonian which contains the ^'s 
i (0*1 • V) (^""2 • V) PF, (5.5) 
can be rewritten using the relation of the 0's to the cr's to get 
-V) (^2-^) = ((pifi V) 
= ^ P 1 P 2  (<^1 • ^) { ^ 2  • V) PF 
=  ^ 3  ( " ^ 1  •  ^ )  { ^ 2  •  ^ ( 3 - 6 )  
so that the Hamiltonian becomes 
^  =  + P Z  (n • V) (^2 • (5.7) 
Following the development of Elton [47], the term 
( a ^ i - v )  ( 0 = 2 .  v )  ( 5 . 8 )  
can be rewritten as 
(#1. v) (#2 • v ) w =  isi2 + 15.9, 
where 5^2 was defined above. The Hamiltonian becomes 
1 9 1 0 
H  =  - 2 V ^  +  - ( V V ^ ' ) ^  
+ (fa - ; J:) 
+ ^0=1 •<T2V2vr, (5.10) 
keeping in mind the fact that W  depends on r  only. 
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The similarity of the supersymmetric potential to the OPEP model for nuclear 
forces has been noted by other authors [6] and leads to speculation that evidence for 
supersymmetry might be found in nuclear scattering data. The difference between 
the two potentials lies in the extra ~ (VW'')^ term present in the supersymmetric 
potential. Because of the similarity of this potential to OPEP, it will be referred to 
below as SSOPEP. 
The relation 
tan 2cj = ' 2 y / j  ( j  + l)sin (6_ - 6^) , (5.11) 
derived in the last chapter, is one which can be tested with the experimental data 
for NN scattering. Also, it is important to note that this relation does not depend 
in any way on the specific form of W since the W vanishes from the during the 
derivation of the matrix elements of the supersymmetry transformation operator. (It 
is only necessary for W to vanish at oo.) Data with an energy-dependent phase shift 
analysis [44] [45] are chosen, since it uses the same parameterization as used to derive 
the relation above. 
Examination of the data for the mixing of the ^^2 and ^^2 states by testing 
tan 2^2 = 2\/6sin ~ *^3^2) ' (-^-12) 
gives the results shown in Table 5.1 . The last column of the table is the third column 
divided by the second, so that it shows the difference between those columns as a 
multiplicative factor. 
For higher angular momentum values, such as j = 5 and 
tan2£5 = 2\/^sin ^ (53^^ - ^3^^^ , (5.13) 
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Table 5.1: Test of supersymmetry for j  =  2  
E, MeV tan 2^2 1 2\/6sin - (5^) ratio 1 
50 -.0699 i .3076 -4.41 1 O
 
O
 -.1051 i .7834 -7.45 
150 -.1192 ! 1.083 -9.10 
200 -.1192 Î 1.218 -10.22 1 
Table 5.2: Test of supersymmetry for j  = 5 
E, MeV ! tan 2î5 j 2\/30 sin (6_ - ^4.) ratio 
50 i .007 ! -.0115 -1.641 
100 I .0244 i -.0096 .393 
150 1 .0419 j .0287 .513 
200 .0.559 1 .0287 .546 
300 .084 ! .1051 1.251 
the values are somewhat closer (see Table 5.2), but still not close enough to consider 
the supersymmetric potential a good approximation for OPEP. 
Thus, the comparison with experimental data shows that the speculations do 
not work out, not even approximately, so that neither OPEP nor the deuteron can 
be considered supersymmetric. 
Since the difference between the two potentials is just an extra repulsive core 
term in the supersymmetric version, it is interesting to compare the two potentials 
graphically. 
With W chosen as 
W  = (5.14) 
r 
the derivatives can be worked out to get 
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where 
G = iëi • 6-2 = PZ^l • "^2' (5.16) 
has been applied. The central potential can then be written as 
The constants in the second term can be grouped as 
K  = (5.18) 
so that 
.4 = ^ (5.19) 
gives 
= (.5.20) 
In this form, the Vqi can be compared to 
p- \r  g-.7r 
^C\OP ~ ^ ~ 14.943 . (5.21) 
The values for K and A are drawn from the literature [48). The two can be plotted 
on the same graph to display their differences. Figure 5.1 shows the two curves for 
I = 0. From the graph, it can be seen that even in regions where OPEP would be 
expected to dominate scattering behavior (r > 2.5/m ) the ^'(7^55 is greater than 
the Vq'^qp • The tail from the extra repulsive core term is too long, that is, the 
core is too soft for Vq 55 to validly approximate Vç Qp. At higher /, as shown in 
Figure 5.2 for / = 3, the curves converge somewhat, but still, the dominant. 
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Figure 5.1: Curves for / = 0 SSOPEP and OPEP 
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Figure 5.2: Curves for l = 3 SSOPEP and OPEP 
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Other factors which may contribute to the absence of such a relation among the 
phase shifts are the spin-orbit force, and the isospin dependence. 
Also, it should be noted that the supersymmetry potential does not contain any 
term which could correspond to the spin-orbit term of the nuclear potential. The 
fact that the spin-orbit potential is not negligibly small can be seen by examining a 
current example of a semi-phenomenological model. The researchers who formulated 
the Paris-potential [49], display various terms in the potential. A comparison of the 
graphs for the central, tensor, and spin-orbit terms for given values of isospin and 
angular momentum shows that generally the spin-orbit force is on the same order of 
magnitude as the other two. Since the nuclear potential contains a spin-orbit inter­
action, and the supersymmetry potential does not, the fact that the strength of the 
spin-orbit interaction is comparable to the strength of the other terms in the potential 
would be expected to contribute to the differences shown in Tables .5.1 and 5.2. 
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CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR SUPERSYMMETRIC 
POTENTIAL 
In this chapter, the Hamiltonian for SSOPEP will be put into the Schrodinger 
equation, which will then be solved by numerical methods. Consider the radial equa­
tion with a solution R{r). which gives V'^ as 
^2 2 d  V 2 =  ^  
d r ^  ^  r  d r '  
(6 .1)  
For 5 = 0,Cr = ±7 the equation is 
R "  =  - - R '  .42e-2Ar ( 1 ^ ^  ^  ^ 
,4 ,3 
. 1 , m  +  i )  (6 .2  
This expression contains a term for the centrifugal part of the potential, but no tensor 
force term (since S = 0). 
For the S = 1 case, the matrix elements of S]^2 must be evaluated to account 
for the tensor force. The tensor can be written as 
(6.3) 
where Tq is the spherical tensor form of the 5^2 operator. As in Chapter Three, the 
spherical tensor form is related to the Cartesian form by a constant 
(6.4) 
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which can be found by an expansion which uses 
T ( l , m ) =  ^  T  ( l i m i ) T  ( l 2 m 2 )  { I i r n i l 2 m 2 \ l i l 2 l m )  
m ^ m 2  
(6.5) 
repeatedly. First, 
' '2 92 
^2 ('"^l''^2)g2 (2gi2g2i2200) (6 .6 )  
9192 
breaks up the two second rank tensors which are coupled to the scalar Tq . Secondly, 
those second rank tensors are each expanded as pairs of coupled first rank tensors 
4 = 3 E 5ij5j2{UilJ2lll2,i) 
9192^1«2'^1'"2 
X  T m  ^ rm.2(lm]^ls2i 112^2) (2qi272l2200) 
= & Z (-1)91+92 
9l925iS2"iim2 I 51 S 2  -91 
/ 
1 1 2 
m i  m 2  - 9 2  j  
^ 2 2 0 ^ 
•^51 ^  S 2  ^ n%i ^^2 (6.7) 
\ 91 92 0 / 
Application of ^i + ^2 = 0» -^i + ^ 2 ~ 91 ~ "^1 + "^2 ~ 92 ~ ® and summation 
over the 3j's for various values of ^i, n%i, and gi gives 
y/l 1 
^0 = %Y;:2 [(4^-1 + ^-l4 + 2^0-^o) (''0^0 + ''l^-l) 
+35}5{r!:jrij +35_}5}rjr} (6.8) 
The first rank tensors 5l and r}^ are defined as 
5 j  = - ^  ( 5 i  +  i 5 y )  r J  =  - ^ ( ®  +  i y )  
V2 
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çl _ çl 
•^0 - ''0 -
•-''il - {Sx - tSy) rij - — (j; - iy), 
so that 
Tn" = \A 2 
15 r2 |(-'^x - S y  +25?) ^:2 - ^ ^2 " 2^2) 
+ ^2 ~  ^ y )  ("^2 - J/2)| 
= ~ Sy 25'f ) (2:2 - •12 - i/2) 
-f 3 - Sy^ (rg ~ !/2)} • 
Now consider 
(6.9) 
(6 .10)  
( S . r f - i 5 V  =  
( S x i  +  S y y  1- S.--)2 - 1 (5| + - s?) (x2 + j,2  ^ -2) 
=  ( 5 2 X 2  +  5 „ V  +  S ? . 2 ) - 1 ( 5 2 ( = 2 . ! , 2 )  
-f Sy + S? -f . (6.11) 
After the terms in the expression for Tq above are multiplied out, the equation 
becomes 
+  S ^ ( x ^  +  z ^ ) + S ^ y K x ' ^ ) ) j  =  ~  ( 5 - r j ^ - i s M  ,  ( 6 . 1 2 )  
SO that 
^Cart = (6-13) 
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The matrix elements of T^Q-pt be evaluated by decomposition of the spherical 
tensor form 
y 1 2  
s' S 2 
j  3  0  
{l's'im\TQ<^j.^\lSjm) = \/o(2; 4- 1) 
2  f r l r l f  
( s ' \ \ ( s h ^ )  !i5)(/^ir •/ 110 (6.14) 
(6.15) 
The r  portion can be evaluated by using the relation [50] 
where &re spherical harmonics 1/^. The can be constructed from the by 
.1 -1 
''q — ^2 ^92 ( ^92 i ^ ^^9) 
91% 
3152 ' 
/ 
\ 
1 1 2 
91 92 -9 
The and terms can be replaced by [41] 
^191^192 (6 .16)  
I m  
(2^1 + 1) (2/2 + 1) (2/^1) 
47r 
/ 
/l I 2  I  
y 7712  ^
so that the expression becomes 
4 h  ' 
0 0 0  
(6.17) 
,2 _ 
91929'^ 
1 1 2 
91 92 -9 
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1 . / 1 1 I 
0 0 0 
\ 
/ 
(6 .18)  
\ 91 92 9 / 
The orthogonality of 3j's can be used to evaluate the sum over and gg, which 
reduces the equation to 
q ' l  
X Y ,  
1 2^ 
0 0 0 
(6.19) 
The spherical harmonic Y'2q is calculated from 3j symbols and the orthogonality 
conditions applied so that the matrix elements reduce to 
(  i '  
\ 
r I 2 
0 0 0 
(6 .20)  
The 5^ matrix elements can also be found by decoupling the second rank tensor 
into first rank tensors 
(5'1|S2||5) = 
1 1 2 
but 
X E< 
5" 
:"iicl 
S s' s" 
(5'||5^||5")(5"||5l|15), (6.21) 
(5"||5^||5) = y / S { S  +  l ) ( 2 S  +  l ) 6 g g , „  (6 .22)  
so only the 5 = S" term is needed. Together, these give 
{ S " \ \ S ' ^ \ \ S )  = 6 ^ / Ï 6 g ^ n  
Combination of the various parts yields 
1 1 2 
1 1 1 
= \/^6 
s s " -
= (-1) 5 I ,  / 2 ( 2 / '  +  l ) ( 2 /  +  l ) ( 2 j  +  l )  
x 
/' I 2 
1 1 2 
j  j  0  
A 9j symbol of the form above reduces to 
/' / 2 ^ 
0 0 0 
1 1 2 > = 
j  j  0  
V ^ 5 ( 2 j +  1 )  
\ 
(6.2.3) 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
(6 .26)  
The 3j symbols 
'  I '  I  ' 2  
0 0 0 
can be evaluated for various specific cases, /' = /,/' = / ± 1, or /' = ±2. The 3js will 
be zero if /' + / + 2 is odd, so the /' = / ± 1 cases do not occur. The resulting matrix 
elements are given in Table 6.1. 
The equations for S = 1 can now be written. For I  =  j ,  the equation is 
2 4 = + 
k'^  1(1 + 1) 1 
- y + 2r2 9"^^' 
R  j j - (6.27) 
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Table 6.1: Matrix elements for the Cartesian form of T 
j  =  1  +  1  j  =  l  j  =  I  -  I  
/' = / + 2 V ( i + W ^ - 2 )  2/4-1 0 » 
/' = / I  
3(2/-k3) 
1 
3 
l + l  
3(2/-l) 
l '  =  1 - 2  0 0 %//(/-!) 2/-1 
For j  = / ± 1, the two resulting equations are coupled. With j  and 
R j _ l j  =  R — ,  the equations are 
r" = 
k'^ l{l + l) 
2 ^ 2r2 
R .  
y / ( l  +  I )  ( I  +  2 )  
21 + 3 -
I  
3(2/4-3) ^ 
(6.28) 
R ^  
and 
R ' L  =  - - R ' _ + 2  
,4 ^ r3 
k '  ( ( 1  +  1 )  (6.29) 
X5.4A2-
- \ r  
2/-1 ^ 3(2/ - 1) 
The two uncoupled equations, the 5 = 0, and S  =  1 , 1  =  j ,  are the most likely 
candidates for numerical integration. However, both contain and terms so 
that the behavior near the origin must be examined carefully. 
Given a differential equation of the form 
1 1  
P n - l  (-r) ^  +  P n ( x )  f  =  0, (6.30) 
the solution f  ( x )  will be analytic for all x except at singularities of the p j  ( x ) .  Those 
singularities will be regular if the P j { x )  can be written as 
P j { x )  ^  [ x  -  x q )  ^ q j { x ) ,  (6.31) 
with q j  ( x )  analytic near j = jq. 
For the 5 = 0 equation 
r" = 
1 . e —\t 
± -.AA" 
2  r  
ip- / ( / + i ) i  
R  
(6.32) =  - P l  ( r )  -  P 2  ^  
the P2{r) goes as r~'^ as r — 0, so that the equation has an irregular singular 
point at r = 0 and R may have an essential singularity at r = 0. An examination of 
the differential equation with a change of variables u = p, that is, 
u = -
r  
.2 d 
d r  "  d u  
d ^  4 (i^  2 j 
TT ~ " T? + 2 ii y, d r ^  d u ^  d u  
(6.33) 
(6.34) 
is helpful. In the r —+ 0, u — oo limit, the differential equation becomes 
d u ^  d u  d u  
(6.35) 
or 
d ^ R  
du^ 
- 2 A ^ R  = 0. (6.36) 
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, s/2A 
Thus near r = 0, R behaves like r . According to Arfken [51], if a function 
written in terms of a Laurent expansion 
oo 
f (  =  ) -  ^ a n ( = - = o ) " ,  (6.37) 
n ——oo 
has a summation which continues to n = -oo, then cq is a pole of infinité order. 
Such a pole is called an essential singularity. Since the solution for R goes as 
Ç 
e r 
C '.2 1 + ^ - (6.38) 
r r' 
where C contains the constants, the solution does have an essential singularity at the 
origin. 
We make the substitution 
/ R = 
R' = PF ( J 4- F'. 
(6..39) 
+ /f) 
so that Y? must satisfy 
y" = -2(; + /')/-(;/' + /''' + /")v 
+ 2 < 
Ae' -Ar 
(6.40) 
We are free to choose /' so that the cancels with the term containing the r 
and singularities. This is achieved by setting 
/' = Ae —Ar 
( ; + 4 '  
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/ = -
so that the solution can be written 
s/2Ae —\r (6.41) 
— Ar 
? f. (6.42) 
The negative sign is chosen so that the solution is well-behaved as r — 0. Substitution 
of this form for R into the original differential equation gives an equation for y which 
is 
// 
+ 
—  _ o  
v/2.4 ( 1 
e 
AX 2 6 
— Ar  
(6.43) 
This equation still contains a term which goes as r~^ for r — 0 in the term 
multiplying so there is still a problem at r = 0. The solution of ^ cannot be 
written as a convergent power series in r, so that suitable initial values of f and •f' 
for use in a numerical integration routine cannot be found for r = 0. 
For If, one can explore the r — 0 behavior by examining the differential equation 
resulting from a change of variables with u = ^ The differential equation becomes 
.4^ + 2.3^ _ 2.2 
du^ du 
\/2 Aue u (u + A) + u| ^ 
- ^lA^ue'è (±l + v^) + ^0. (6.44) 
In the limit r —» 0, u —• oo, the exponential terms are approximately 
- A  A , 
U 
(u + A)e u + (6.45) 
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so that in the extreme r — 0 limit, the differential equation becomes 
^-^-2^2.4^=0. (6.46) 
du^ du 
The general solution of this equation is 
, 2n/2.4 
= C + C e r (6.47) 
where C and C' are integration constants. 
Unless C' is zero, y? will develop a term which grows as 
f r (6.48) 
for r —^ 0. This corresponds to the unwanted solution for R which diverges as 
\/2 — 
r . The other integration constant remains, indicating that the desired solution 
approaches a constant for r —' 0. We regard equation 6.47 as indicating the existence 
of a solution of equation 6.43 which is finite at the origin. 
Consider boundary conditions of the form 
y (0) = lim y (r) (6.49) 
r^0+ 
i^'(O) = lim y (r). (6.50) 
r^0+ 
We adopt the following procedure for chosing the boundary condition (0), which 
is designed to minimize the effect of the r""^ coefficient of in equation 6.43. If the 
desired solution has a different value of (®^)' this procedure will lead to a small 
admixture of the irregular solution. However, the irregular solution decreases to zero 
extremely rapidly as r increases away from 0"^, and therefore any such admixture 
should be unimportant in the asymptotic region r oo where the phase shift is 
determined. 
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Near r = 0, 
a — A r  / I  \  1  /  \ 2 _ 2  
1 a2 
~ -y + —. (6.51) 
r" ^ 
Therefore, if boundary conditions are chosen as 
(0) = lim ^i{r) = l (6.52) 
r—0"^ 
f  1 (0) = lim (r) = t  (6.5.3) 
r—0"^ 2v2,4 
the r~^^' term will cancel against the r~'^^ term for r near zero. 
A similar procedure can be followed for the 5 = 1 case, with 
R = e-^y, (6.54) 
and 
/ = i ^ ( J + A ) - i .  ( 6 . 5 5 )  
Boundary conditions are 
(f?! (0) = lim (r) = 1 (6.56) 
r — 0 +  
/  /  /  ( /  4- 1 ) — ^ 
^>1(0) = = —(6.57) 
Relevant Values of k,A, and A 
Interesting values for A and A can be extracted from the nuclear physics literature 
[48!. Potentials for the deuteron have 
e-'"r 
Vc - 14.943 (6.58) 
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where 14.943 is in MeV fm and .7 is fm~^. 
The parameters k, A, and A in the differential equations have been treated as 
dimensionless quantities, so to compare them to values of physical interest, it will be 
necessary to find the conversion factors. First, consider a particle with an incident 
energy given by 
~ 2m 
h?' / Kh \ ^ 
where ^ is the Compton wavelength, a dimensionless unit. 
Then 
2 
= (6.60) 
where hK is the laboratory momentum of the incident nucléon. The k = ^ is the 
laboratory momentum written in units of Compton wavelengths. Then 
k = J^-^. (6.61) 
V mc^ 
For the relative motion of two nucléons, the relative momentum is ^Plab 
the momentum canonically conjugate to the relative coordinate — 7=2 is 
\ i h - P 2 )  =  \ p i a b -  (6.62) 
Then 
2 ^ "  2 Y  
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Table 6.2: Correspondence between values of incident energy and k 
E, MeV k i E,MeV k 
o
 
o
 
150 .283 
25 .115 200 .326 
50 .163 250 .365 
10 .200 300 .400 
100 .231 i 350 .432 
gives the correspondence between energy in MeV and values of the k which appears 
in the y equations. The mass, m, has been replaced by the reduced mass, /i, given 
by 
m M 
Il = 
m + M 
(9.38.3) (939.6) 
939.6 + 9.38.3 
MeV 
=  4 6 9 . 5 — ,  ( 6 . 6 4 )  
where 939.6 and 938.3 are the rest masses for the neutron and proton respec-
tively. Then for E = 350 MeV, 
Similarly, the values of k for various energies can be calculated. These values 
are shown in Table 6.2. 
The others constants which must be chosen are those corresponding to the 
strength and range of the potential. From the literature, 
Vc = C (6 .66)  
r 
with C  = 14.943AfeF/m, Â = .7f m ~ ^  . The term in the differential equation which 
corresponds to the above expression is 
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.4A^ (6.67) 
so 
J _ /, A X ^  =  C .  (6 .68)  
First, the range Â = is converted by 
À = f": 
Then 
so that 
Since 
= 
l i e  j k 
i<p-
he 
A = .294 (6.69) 
" 14.943A/eV/m 
= 14.94.3, (6.70) 
C = AA^, 
.4 = .8776. (6.72) 
Description of Programs and Results 
The program used to integrate the differential equations for 5 = 0 (Eq. 6.2) and 
5 = 1 (Eq. 6.27) is part of the NAG library of mathematical routines available on the 
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ISU vax cluster. A program using a variable-step Runge-Kutta-Merson routine with 
a stiffness check indicated the need for a routine designed for stiff equations. The 
stiffness of equation is related to the stability of the computed solutions. Miranker :52] 
defines a system of differential equations as being stiff on the interval [0,fi if there 
exists a solution of that system which has a component with a variation on that 
interval which is large compared to i. For stiff equations, solutions computed with 
some types of numerical routines (such as Runge-Kutta-Merson) become unstable. 
The routine for stiff equations chosen uses the variable order, variable-step Backwards 
Differentiation Formulae with accuracy adjusted by an error parameter supplied by 
the user. 
The phase shift can be extracted from the solution since the / of is real 
so that the oscillatory behavior is determined by the solution of the ^ equation. 
The values of y and r are then read by a program which computes the phase shift 
assuming 
Y? — sin ^A:r - Y - 5^ . (6.7.3) 
The actual amplitude is arbitrary, and does not affect the calculation of the phase 
shift. 
Some of the results from the 5 = 0 equation showing 8 for a range of values of 
E and I are given in table form with additional values shown graphically. Table 6.3 
contains the results for 5 = 0,G = — | while Table 6.4 contains results for 5 = 
0, G = + 2 • 
Some results are also displayed in graphical form. In general, these graphs 
show the solution y as a function of r, where r is in inverse Compton wavelengths. 
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Table 6.3: Phase shifts in radians for 5 = 0,6' = — j for energies from 50 to 350 
MeV and I from 0 to 3 
! E, MeV / = 0 1 / = 1 1 = 2 ! / = 3 
j 50 -.071 .091 .252 .532 
i 100 -.173 ! .101 .182 1 .352 
i 150 -.196 .071 .162 .312 
i 200 -.210 .061 .122 .242 
j 250 -.263 .071 .112 .242 
1 300 -.284 .041 .112 1 .202 
Î 350 -.305 1 .051 .112 ' .212 
Table 6.4: Phase shifts in radians for 5 = 0,G' = -l-| for energies from 50 to 350 
MeV and I from 0 to 3 
! E, MeV / = 0 1 / = 1 I = 2 I = 3 
j 100 -.305 1 .021 .142 .372 
j 200 -.301 ! .009 .102 1 .212 
1 300 -.377 1 .029 .072 i .182 
Additional graphs display the phase shifts as a function of energy. 
Figure 6.1 shows two curves. One is the solution for 5 = 0,G = — | with 
an incident particle energy of 100 MeV. The other curve is a sine function with an 
arbitrary amplitude and the phase shift calculated by the numerical routine. 
Figure 6.2 displays the 5 = 0 solution for a constant energy of 100 MeV, and 
two values of /, while Figure 6.3 displays the 5 = 0 solution for a constant / = 0 and 
varying energies. The amplitude increases substantially with increasing /, so that 
displaying curves for / = 2 or / = 3 on the same graph makes the curves for lower 
values of I appear to be flat lines. 
Figure 6.4 displays the phase-shifts as a function of energy, for I values ranging 
from 0 to 3. The actual data points are indicated with various symbols, with the 
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Figure 6.1: Demonstration of the phase shift for 5 = 0./ = 1. and £ = 100 MeV 
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connections between the points serving to guide the eye. Since the curves all look 
fairly flat when displayed on the same graph, graphs for each value of I are shown in 
Figures 6.5 to 6.8. These show the variation of the phase shift as a function of energy 
in more detail. 
Figure 6.9 displays the E - LOO.UeV, / = 0 for G = and shows that there 
is not very much difference between the two solutions. 
The general trend of the phase shifts shown in Figures 6.5 to 6.8 is a downward 
sloping curve which appears to be reasonable. However, the values vary too much 
with energy. .A.s there is no physical reason for such oscillations, these results suggest 
that there is still some problem with the numerical routine chosen, so that the solution 
is not determined with sufficient accuracy. 
An attempt was also made to integrate the S = I, I = j equation, but no 
stable solution was found. The solution oscillates between increasingly large positive 
and negative values as r increases. It appears that this particular equation cannot be 
reliably integrated with the routine which worked at least moderately well for the S = 
0 case. Possibly the integration was begun too close to the irregular singular point 
r = 0. Both the 5 = 0 and 5 = 1 cases remain under investigation. Future work will 
examine the nature of stiff equations in relation to suitability of particular numerical 
routines, and also methods for determining suitable input values. In particular, the 
possibility of determining the regular solution at r = 0 by integrating inward toward 
the origin will be studied. 
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Figure 6.2: Solutions for 5 = 0, with a constant energy of 100 MeV and / = 0 or I 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 
The previous chapters have shown that angular momentum theory provides a 
useful framework for analysis of a problem involving a tensor force. 
In Chapter Three, this method was applied to first rewrite the operators for 
the conserved quantities of a supersymmetric space in spherical tensor form. Those 
spherical tensor forms were then decoupled and the resulting equations solved in a 
way that demonstrated the uniqueness of the solution. 
In Chapter Four, the same techniques were applied to find the explicit matrix 
elements of the supersymmetry transformation operator Those matrix elements 
could then be applied to transform specific scattering states, allowing comparison 
of the transformed and original states. This comparison lead to a simple relation 
between the phase shifts and the mixing parameter for coupled states. 
The relation resulting from the Chapter Four calculations is one which can be 
tested by comparison to experimental data. That comparison was carried out in 
Chapter Five, and it was shown that there is no discernible evidence for the validity 
of that relationship. Other researchers have observed the similarity of the supersym­
metric tensor force potential to the tensor force of nuclear interactions, and speculated 
that the deuteron might be considered a supersymmetric system, or that at least the 
similarity might provide a calculational tool. That is, it might be possible to trans­
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form the complex tensor force with supersymmetry operators, make some calculation, 
and then transform the results back. The lack of evidence for the relation involving 
the phase shifts suggests that it would not be valid to do so. 
The graphical comparison of the potentials for OPEP and SSOPEP demonstrates 
that the extra repulsive core term is too soft for SSOPEP to approximate OPEP in 
the region where the OPEP tail would be expected to dominate nuclear interactions, 
so any further attempt to use supersymmetry as a calculational tool would have to 
somehow compensate for the effect of that extra term. Also, the supersymmetric 
potential does not allow for the spin-orbit force, so that is another matter that would 
have to be considered. 
Chapter Six used angular momentum theory to find the explicit matrix elements 
of the tensor force term in the supersymmetric potential so that Schrodinger's equa­
tion could be written out for the various states. The equation for 5 = 0 was solved 
numerically and the results graphed to display what the scattered wavefunctions for 
a supersymmetric potential would look like for various incident energies and angular 
momenta. The phase shifts were also extracted for a range of energy and angular 
momentum values. The values chosen for the strength and range of the potential are 
similar to those used in various phenomenological models of the nuclear force so that 
the cases can be compared. 
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APPENDIX FORTRAN SOURCE CODE LISTINGS 
c computes v(r) for ssopep 
c 
. real*0 a,lam,r,v(5) 
integer l,k 
c 
c initial values 
a - 14.943 
lam • .70 
r - 2.0 
c 
c begin loop 
100 continue 
do 150 k=l,4 
1 - k - 1 
v(k) - (a*exp(-lam*r)/r) + (.2098*1»(1 • l)/r**2) 
v(k) • v(k) + ((a*(lam + 1/r))**2*exp(-2.0*lam*r)/r**2) 
150 continue 
200 write(6,300) r,v(l),v(2),v(3),v(4) 
300 format(B14.6,2x,E14.6,2x,E14.6,2x,B14.6,2x,E14.6) 
r " r + .1 
if (r .le. 5.0) go to 100 
end 
Figure A.l: Program for computing SSOPEP 
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This program integrates the differential equations to obtain a 
solution to the Schrodinger equation for a supersymmetric potential, 
including both tensor and central force terms. The program uses a 
packaged routine, d02bdf, from the NAG library to perform the 
integration. The routine requires that "real'' variables be declared 
double precision. 
This program applies for all x and s=0 
declaration of variables 
externa I d02ebf,d02ejy,fen,out,pederv 
real"8 toi.x,xend,ang 
integer ifail,ir,mped,n,iw 
parameter (n-2, iw=( 12+N)'''N+50) 
real ='8 w(n, iw), y(n) 
input initial values 
ang = 2.0 
yd) - 1.00 
y( 2) = ang::(ang - 1.0)/2.482 
X = .20d-2 
xend = 1.0d2 
ifail =• 0 
toi =» l.Od-9 
mped = 1 
Call the integration package d02ebf 
caiI D02EBF(x.xend,n,y,toi,ir,fcn,mped,D02EJY,out,w.iw,ifail) 
end 
Subroutines called by the package: 
Th;s subroutine contains the differential equations. 
subroutine fen (t.y.fJ 
integer n 
p a r a m e t e r  ( n  =  2 )  
real"8 t 
real:>8 a,b,c,d,p,g,k, 1,bb 
real''8 f(.n),y(n) 
d = 8.776d-l 
p =• .294 
1 =  2 .0  
k - .357 
f( 1) - y(2) 
a =• sqrt(2.0)"d"exp(-p*t)'^((p/t) + (1.0/t**2)) 
b » 1.0/t 
c = d''(p'">2)''(sqrt(2.0) - l)'''exp(-p*t)/t 
g - I'fd + 1.0)/t'"'2 - k'^ ''2 
Figure A.2: Program for computing the y solution 
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£(2) ' yd)>r(c + g) - 2.0Ay(2)*(a ^ b) 
return 
end 
c 
c This subroutine computes the Jacobian 
c 
subroutine pederv(x,y,pw) 
integer n 
parameter (n=2) 
real-8 x,aa,bb,cc,gg,dd,pp, U.klc 
real'-8 pw(n,n),y(n) 
dd = 8.776d-01 
pp = .294 
11 -  2.0 
kk = .357 
c 
c computation of values to use below 
aa = sqrt(2.0)"dd'-exp(-pp"x)"((pp/x) + (1.0/x'"-2)) 
bb = 1.0/x 
cc " dd"( pp''"'2)"(sqrt(2.0) - 1.0)'^exp(-pp''x)/x 
gg = 11"( 11 + 1.0)/X''*2 - kk":'2 
c 
pw(1,1) = 0.0 
pw(1,2) = 1.0 
pw(2,l) = cc -I- gg 
pw(2,2) =• -2.0"(aa bb) 
return 
end 
c 
c This subroutine prints out the value of the solution 
subroutine out(x,y) 
integer n.iw 
parameter in = 2, iw = ( 12*n)''n-50) 
real"8 x,y(n),w(n,iw) 
write(6.90G) x,y(l),y(2) 
X  =  X  +  1 .  Û  
900 format (ElA.6,3x.EU.6,3x,E14.6) 
return 
end 
Figure A.2 (Continued) 
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c program fits a sine wave to get phase shift 
real xval(25) ,cur ,hi, lo,curd,lod,hid,ersm,h,eee,xxx 
real a,b,c,d,Jc,l,fval(2S) 
integer j 
j . 25 
curd • 1.65 
k • .231 
1  -  0 . 0  
ersm • .001 
h » -.001000 
a • ersm 
b • -ersm 
c 
c input loop 
c 
do 50 I-l,j 
read(S,20) xval(I),fval(I),eee,xxx 
20 format(E14.6,3x,E14.6,3x,E14.6,3x,E14.6) 
50 continue 
c 
c end of input loop 
c 
c branch point 
c 
200 continue 
if (cur .It. 0.0) go to 500 
c high side 
hi • cur 
hid • curd 
300 continue 
curd • curd + h 
400 continue 
call sumrn (cur,xval,fval,curd,a,b,k,j,l) 
if (cur .ge. 0.0) go to 450 
curd » (curd • hid)/2.0 
call summ (cur,xval,fval,curd,a,b,k,j,1) 
go to 200 
450 continue 
if (cur .It. hi) go to 475 
curd • curd - 2*h 
go to 400 
475 continue 
hi • cur 
hid • curd 
go to 300 
c 
c low side 
500 continue 
lo • cur 
lod • curd 
600 continue 
curd • curd * h 
700 continue 
call summ (cur,xval,Cval,curd,a,b,k,j,l) 
if (cur .It. 0.0) go to 750 
curd • (curd • lo)/2.0 
call summ (cur,xval,fval,curd,a.b,k,j,l) 
go to 200 
750 continue 
Figure A.3: Program for computing phase shifts 
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if (cur .ge. lo) go to 775 
curd " curd - 2*h 
go to 700 
775 continue 
lo • cur 
lod > curd 
go to 600 
end 
c summation loop 
subroutine sunn (cur,xval,fval,curd,a,b,k,j,l) 
real cur.xvaKj),Cval(j),curd,a,b,k 
real sa,sb,sc,sd 
integer j 
cur • 0.0 
sa • 0.0 
sb • 0.0 
sc " 0.0 
sd • 0.0 
do 1000 1-1,j 
sa " sa + fval(I)*cos(k*xval(I) * curd) 
sb - sb + (1 - cos(2*k*xval( I ) • 2*curd)) 
sc • sc • sin(2*k*xval(I) + 2*curd) 
sd - sd • fval{I)«sin(k*xval(I) • curd) 
1000 continue 
cur • sa*sb - sc*sd . 
if (cur .gt. b .and. cur .It. a) go to 1200 
write(6,1100) cur,curd 
1100 format(E14.6,3x,B14.6) 
return 
1200 continue 
write(6,lS00) a,b 
write(6,1500) cur,curd 
1500 format(E14.6,3x,E14.6) 
stop 
end 
Figure A.3 (Continued) 
